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The Wisconsin Alumni AS@@@iation presents: 
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=? 4 KINGDOMS Me Re eS ! ee be 

na tae re ; : Gee ae 
= a ae i, re 6 LA), | June 20-July 2, 1987 CS ri eg 

oF Kaa ‘ a For centuries, Germany was divided Ree ae <5 aN ‘i 

eae eae e meee | into many individual states, each of Tee a 
2 a ——— a which developed its own culture, 

= F : architectural style and traditions. On . 
F : ee this 13-day program, you'll travel into zig, you'll venture out to castles and 
; : i the heart of Germany and visit four of historic towns, including a visit to 
Bs these historic regions. Begin in the Weimar, once the capital of Thuringia. 
see former capital of Prussia, Berlin, Then you're off for Saxony and the 

where your accommodations will be towns of Meissen (famous for its porce- 
in the Western sector and sightseeing lain), and Dresden, the “Queen of the 
includes East Berlin and Potsdam. Elbe.” The happy capital of Bavaria, 

A Then see Wittenberg, home of Martin Munich, will be your home for four 

S05 Luther, en route to Leipzig, East Ger- final nights. $2725 per person, dou- 
ys Resets. many’s second largest city. From Leip- ble occupancy, from Chicago. 

a 
or i 3 iB ‘ ape 2 

Cotes du Rhone a ae ee 

Cote dAzur : _ a 

May 27-June 9, 1987 - MS 
This truly unique trip explores several — oo — «SS ae 
of the most fascinating and diverse 2 iro 
regions in France. Begin with three —_—— xcnea . : 
nights in Cannes, the glittering jewel cla —— mirar pret | wa 

on the French Riviera. Then travel to = 4 . owe % eee oe “ 
Avignon for embarkation on the new ae hehe sstdildeead : 
river cruiser MV. Arlene, your home St.Lawrence River Gruise Montreal for two nights. Next you'll 
for a seven-day cruise along the scenic embark on a four-night cruise on the 
Rhone River. Glide past ancient Roman St. Lawrence River aboard the Cana- 
ruins and towns famous for their fine CANADA dian Empress, a delightful marriage of 

food and wine, among them Viviers, Mantel @ucbees iieont, steamboat authenticity and modern- 
Valence and Vienne. Disembark in day comfort. Sail through quiet waters 
Lyon and board the TGV, the world’s July 28-August 7, 1987 enjoying the scenery or participating 

fastest passenger train, for the journey Come join us as we discover fascinat- in the many shipboard activities. Dis- 
to Paris. Your trip concludes with three | ing, far-reaching Canada. Begin with embark in Kingston before winding 
nights in the “City of Light.” $3235 three nights in Quebec City, the very up with two nights in exciting, lively 
per person, double occupancy essence of Canada’s French culture. Toronto. $1650-1695 per person, 
from Chicago. First-class seating aboard VIA Rail, double occupancy, dependent on 

P c Canada’s outstanding train service, cabin category selected. Air trans- 
Prices are subject to change. then carries you to cosmopolitan portation additional. 
je-------------------------- = + 5 5 5 5 5 eo oo oo nnn no oe oe ee eee ee === 5 
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n the last days before Irving Shain reasonably effective and productive man- 
: stepped down as chancellor at the end __ ner in spite of budget reductions which 

of December to go into private indus- _ have forced us to absorb a deficit of more 
. try, he was called on frequently by the _ than $68 million when we compare this 

% press for reflections of his eight years in the University with peer institutions on a per 
office, and he made several speeches to student basis. We have done so by vigorous 

pera acai groups of his colleagues. One of the most pursuit of non-state funds and by depend- 
Rik on Bee detailed was the one he gave early in the ing on the dedication and hard work of a 

° month to the Faculty Senate. It was a talk remarkable faculty and staff. 
containing little of the sentiment usually But if maintaining a reasonable level of 

: found in a farewell address. Instead, Shain _ quality was our most important accom- 
was businesslike and nota little concerned _ plishment, the fact that these reductions 

, about what lies ahead for the University. were imposed at all represents our most 
oss There was optimism in his mention of the __ serious failure. No matter how hard we 
2 many faculty/administrative staff commit- _ tried we were unable to convince state 

re = t tees assigned to help work through the government that this University is one of 
Ree melemaen ee problems he described (not included be- the state’s most important assets, and that 

as BS ee low), but there was also the strong predic- _ allowing it to decline in quality and forcing 
oe 3 tion that most would not be solved without __ it to restrict its mission would be harmful 

ee Be 4 ; Bs increased cooperation from the other end to the state and its citizens. 
ae : \ ; of State Street. 

ee oe. ae ‘ Here is an abridged report of that CONCERNS FOR THE FUTURE 

ee be oe \ speech to the Faculty Senate. Budget, Program and Mission: The regents 

aa oe: = : Probably the most important accomplish- Dae Bou gold ecb rgee ene se i ene . the funding deficit (throughout the UW 
oe : — ment of the past nine-and-a-half years has i‘ ie eRAc ine three baal 
ae aD been keeping this University operating in a System) by proposing that the three basic 

es yy -% components which affect quality of the 
=e > instructional program be addressed simul- 

e taneously. That is, the budget proposal for 
Shain Honored With Minority the 1987-89 biennium seeks to stabilize 

—— Scholarships and yy improve the instructional _ 
e program by combining an increased tuition 

——— ane Acting Chancellor Bernard Cohen level, increased funding from the state, and 
and faculty members have sug- a modest decrease in enrollment. Of that 

= gested a farewell gift to honor enrollment decrease, it seems to me that 

a nay ems 5 Irving Shain. Those who want to reducing access to public higher education 

might contribute to one of Shain’s in Wisconsin is so contrary to the tradi- 
Te favorite causes, the Chancellor’s tional values of the citizenry that the issue 

eat Scholarship Fund, which provides will certainly become a matter of intense 
; educational opportunities to mi- public discussion in the months ahead. 

nority or disadvantaged under- But the overriding basic issue is whether 

graduates. we can continue as a major, comprehen- 
Contributions should be di- sive, world-renowned institution. There are 

rected to the Chancellor’s Scholar- already major cracks in our very founda- 
ship Fund, UW Foundation, 702 tion. These range from the shortage of 
Langdon Street, Madison 53706. course sections to the concerns of both 

math continued on page 20 
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“ce 

f you were down to the final twenty minutes of the last lecture of your career, what points would you 
want to make?” Mortar Board and the L&S honors committee asked it of a few of the faculty. Here are two 
quite diverse responses. Professors Schoff and Elder aren't leaving us, but if they were, wouldn't these be 
cases of going out in style? 
PEE RN AS SAD Sa ESR ES TEE SR ET ER ET SS SE AT I ET OL OE 

hat I have to say should be received _thirty-year-old. I can still see and hear her, 
\ V on this condition: it is not free flipping the pages backward on a Bach 

advice or admonition. Rather, itis Invention and saying “Why play page ten 
of things I think I have learned, things when you stumble on page one?” Another 
which give me satisfaction and pleasure, was Mary Elizabeth Smith, an undergradu- 
things which are still mysterious. ate literary criticism teacher. Every Satur- 

I would speak first of learning. I have day during my junior year, she asked me to 
learned in two ways—through formal her house to read Robert Frost to her (she 
schooling and through living. WhatI have —_ was doing a book on him). I would read a 
learned from the latter so far exceeds the poem aloud, slowly, sometimes twice. She 
former that they can scarcely be compared. would smile—sometimes she would say, 
What formal schooling at its besthasdone “What do you think that is all about?” In 
is to prepare me for living. Not earning a that year she told me nothing and every- 

(aE living, but living a life. As a student of thing about Frost. 

literature, I have many a poem packed And then, after I had taught for several 
away in my head. Poems came to me in a years at the University, I had a chance to 

I t H a Ss time of grief. “Time held me green and study theology for a year with a great 
dying/Though I sang in my chains like the _ theologian, Joseph Sittler. He was close to 
sea,” came back to me from Dylan retirement and nearly blind, so as a conse- 
Thomas, memorized years before. The quence, he had to teach by listening and 

e e mM e walk down the aisle on my wedding day calling up from his encyclopedic memory 
had “Gather ye rosebuds while ye may” all that he had read and memorized. He 
buzzing in my head. Poems seem to stickin _ would begin with “What are your ques- 

lo Me my head, ready to whisper to me when I tions?” And after I had told him, he would 
need them. And the ones that stick hardest _ stare into space behind the thick glasses, 
and best are scriptures, verses memorized pause and then say, “Why don’t you read 

; long ago on a varnished Sunday school this, and this, and this; then come back and 
‘ bench under the watchful eye of Mrs. King. _ we'll talk,”—reeling off a bibliography that 

. , They came to me a thousand times when I would keep me busy for weeks. Within a 
needed support. Practical things have sunk _ year he had pushed me from Schleierma- 

P in too. Though I can’t say that being a cher back to Athanasius. 
re j chemistry major has led me to any great These were my great teachers. | realize 
S ey breakthroughs like inventing Nylon or now they all could have annihilated me in 

: 4 Teflon, I could make aspirin or soap if I my ignorance with one blow of the intellec- 
on had to; I could still do the steps inSorum’s _ tual paw—but they never did. They taught 

, <— . | = Qualitative Analysis. I know I look at the me to trust myself. They taught me curios- 
a. me physical world differently because of this. ity and discipline. Without these, it seems 

. i Science makes that sort of difference. And _ to me, learning is only dutiful drudgery or 
sor incidentally, I know that vinegar is the best _ harmless grade-grubbing. 
g wn reagent to get rid of soap scum in the bath- ould: peslen evr about work andi 

ae ap ? : satisfaction that can come from it. My 
earning for me is always new and so I fa hadio vocational id 

have never been bored, and I learned from © il a ec ie fe sur ihe 
very special people—my mother and two quae ie aaa SG oe ra 

By Pi rof. Gr etchen Schoff or three teachers. Forget about running eee nee is See ene = 

E NSMCCrINE, ILS, , Te ee ee seemed interesting. It has included piano 
Environmental Studies best: “You could be away from home for oe gies: dishwashing and 

three months, walk in the door and she’d SE ey cre a garbage truck, StS? 

“You have a blister on your heel.’ bet 7& and playing piano, yard work, editing, say, “You have y 
Tisnow what shodsididiie? She wasalady | WOIUGe teaching. Some of the most inter- 

a lacy esting jobs were ones I accepted without a 
who expected you to have your facts in A 

clue as to how I would do them—I just 
order. 5 3 

plunged in and tried them. Robert Frost 
one Oe Preece ean ae talks about work in Two Tramps in Mud White—an eighty-year-old piano teacher Tine: “Only when Gaged / 

who taught me discipline. Often when I Aaa _ une on ore oe cel ae Sh 
rang her doorbell, I could hear her doing Th EOD SIS Dia yIOE WOhias stakes 
her own practicing; she was frail and thin ie Pole Else mma sess that voeauOn 

ee 85 ; d avocation are, at best, twin halves of 
but a lion at the keyboard. She was wrin- = is 2 
kled as a prune and had the hands of a continued on page 22 
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R : answers our children will give!). The social 
cc hy take is COURSE 1 Russian studies courses expose us to those processes 

history?” The professor was that shape us as individuals and groups. . . 
addressing the question at us, processes addressed by psychology, anthro- 

the class of students who had signed up for pology, and sociology, and groups defined 
his course. The year was 1953-54. McCar- by economic, political, educational, and 
thyism was still alive and well. On this, the cientific institutions, The physical and 
first day of class, none of us wished to biological science courses help us define 
venture an answer to his question. The our position in the biosphere and identify 
professor, after allowing for a sufficiently the narrow temperature and chemical 

long awkward silence, continued, “I think margins outside of which human survival 
an old Chinese proverb is appropriate here: jecomes impossible. Astronomy reduces 

Know yourself; know your enemy; a thou- anyone on our planet earth to proper hu- 
sand battles; a thousand victories. 4 mility in the context of galaxies and light 

_ So that is why we should study Russian years. And physics reinforces that attitude $= 

history: to beat the Russians! of humility when it addresses such ques- 
The professor’s answer appalled me, tions as the ultimate nature of matter and o oe 

even in 1953-54. , energy of which we are composed. Each of Mo Z WN 
__ Over my years of teaching, that ques- these courses may help us discover a little 

tion and that answer have come back to more about ourselves, What we discover: 

haunt me. Does one really study history, or may not always be lovely: our psyches 
sociology, oF South Asia, or anything else contain unpleasant and often suppressed a nl 
in order to “beat people” (whatever that hatreds and ambivalences; our histories 
may mean)? Or does one study such sub- reflect long periods of self-satisfied and e 
jects for other reasons? And if for other destructive xenophobia; our social institu- | Z ni eCSe 
reasons—for what reasons? . ; tions spawn much of the alienation and 

Ishall broaden my professor's question cruelty they decry. But even if what we find 
from, * Why take a course in Russian his- out about ourselves may not be pleasant, to 
tory?” to, “Why acquire a higher educa- the extent it is true it is enlightening. We rover 
tion?” And, after allowing fora sufficiently pave begun to know ourselves 
long awkward silence, the answer I shall Know your neighbors: The typical “ Me 
offer will modify the old Chinese proverb processes of growing up tend to be self- ee 

so that is reads: Know yourself; know your justificatory. We learn the implicit super- Sess 
neighbors; you Il be easier to live with, and iority of our group’s customs and values P ; 
our planet's survival depends on it. (and the implicit inferiority of the customs ie 

Know yourself: How does one come to and values of other groups). We learn in ‘ 
know oneself? The perfect technique prob- many subtle ways that our cultural heritage — 
ably does not yet exist. In South Asia, the is richer and ultimately more valid than * a) , 
Kindu yogas (or disciplines) and the Bud- other people’s cultural heritages. Our 
dhist meditations on the chain of depen- religion is right; other religions are wrong. —S 
dent origination exist as potential tech- Our country is right; other countries are % 

niques for understanding oneself. But wrong. Our flag is more sacred than other 
neither technique is guaranteed. In the people’s flags. Our economic system, our 

West, higher education iS of the most fre- science, our technology, our “brains” are 4 
quently mentioned techniques for knowing etter than those of other people. In scores 
oneself, although it too does not guarantee —_o¢ quiet and self-selective ways we learn 

2 ee Panel caes that “we're the best!” We learn in our By Prof. Joseph W. Elder e of the purposes iberal educa- : “di } : i 
tion is to place ourselves within a meaning- sae a ae ae v ‘i ted Sociology, ILS, Indian Studies 
ful context. The humanities courses expose Japan,” cna that missionaries “brought 

us to our history, literature, art, music, and Giyilization” to Africa—statements that 
philosophy. They make us ask such ques- would produce bemused smiles on the faces 
tions as: What is true (and what is not)? of those who were living in America, Ja- 
What is beautiful (and what is not)? What pan, and Africa at the times those events 
is good (and what is not)? They enable us accied: 
to see that the answers we give to these ; ‘ : 
questions emerge from complex histories of nowing our neighbors is not some- 
ideas. They also enable us to see that the thing that happens automatically as 
answers our generation gives to these ques- we grow up. In fact, social dynamics 
tions differ from the answers our parents often prevent us from learning much about 
gave (and also probably differ from the continued on page 22 
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hen Madison native Thornton That goal is achieved on several levels 
\ y Wilder began writing his play The _ through the department’s strong program 

Alcestiad in 1945 he subtitled it: A ___in children’s theater. Wiley and The Hairy 
Play Of Questions. It is a dialog between Man, staged this fall, was written by con- 
mortals and gods about death, life, and temporary playwright Suzan Zeder. It deals 
love. It is also a play of ideas, staged herein _ with such real-life issues as death and 
November (where our drama department’s __ divorce. It was directed by Professor John 
works are presented in one of its two the- Tolch, who heads that area of the depart- 

Th e aters in Vilas Hall, on the corner of Park St. _ ment and is, in addition, an assistant dean 
and University Ave). Wilder would be in L&S. 
pleased that the department which offered Ina television/movie culture, Tolch is 
his work is engaged in the enterprise of committed to educating children about the 
asking questions of itself and its audiences. _ possibility theater has to offer—enjoy- 

In February the University theater will ment, career opportunities, avocations or 
a Nn be raising questions and public opinion as an art form in itself. “Our basic inten- 

when it stages A Normal Heart, a play tion is to have young people experience 
i Mm Gd about AIDS. “It’s controversial,” says theater that is unique. We want to expand 

Department Chair William R. Elwood, their imagination; we call it an ‘imagina- 
who will produce it. “It’s been said that our _ tion celebration.’ Our children’s theater 

De a rtm ec nt level of civilization will be measured by tour is singular, there is no other program 
how we deal with this disease. If I present of this type in the Midwest, and maybe in 
the play and people understand it, ’'m the country. For Wiley and the Hairy Man 
making a contribution to the world of we did ten performances for Madison-area 
ideas.” school children plus the performances for 

Elwood has been in theater since 1959; __ the public on weekends. It was shown to 
he received his PhD from the University of 1 approximately 2,000 school children and 
Oregon, has acted professionally at the 900 others in public performances.” 

A Front Street Theater in Memphis, and Tolch says the audience response has 
ou won't semi-professionally with Showcase Players _ been quite varied. “Parents see a lot more 

see OO; Ce in Seattle. Here since 1969, he says that in it—the innuendo—than children do, 

what distinguishes the UW’s theater curric- and the kids relate to things that grown-ups 
or last ulum from those at other colleges and don’t. Wiley has so many deeper meanings, 

a universities is that, “We pay attention to and several ideas, one of which is you don’t 
Season's the idea of theater. For example, a promi- go away with a stranger—an appropriate 
best-of- nent West Coast university has sixty-five model for children. It represents a single 

faculty members who are well-connected in _ parent family—this is how a mother and 
ok oadway. the film industry. Our students are con- son face existence through their wits.”” 
Instead its nected with the idea of theater. There are Another play by Suzan Zeder, Mother 

those who would call us academic as op- Hicks, was staged here last year. The play- 
the theater posed to razzle-dazzle, what you find ina wright was on campus for a week then to 
of ideas production like Cats. We train serious work with Tolch and the cast. 

g artists and insist our students have an 
often aim- understanding of dramatic literature and Te is also a creative drama program 

, history. for elementary education students, 
INQ elm ial=) “There are fourteen faculty on our staff. three or four workshops a week in 

They are a very strong faculty. We have which Madison area children come after 
tN BIC oho Fulbright professors, a Guggenheim _ school for nine to ten weeks each semester; 

professor. The late Gilbert Hemsley was an _ eighty to one-hundred participate. The 
internationally known lighting director. program is free and always oversubscribed. 

“Our detractors might call us This spring Tolch will develop a “The- 
monastic— ivory tower, but if you don’t ater In Education” program for actor- 
have an opportunity to learn your basic teachers who take drama with universal, 
skills, you can’t perform at the professional _ significant thoughts into Madison-area 
level. Some people just want to act or di- middle schools. After the performance the 
rect, and skip the liberal arts courses. I call _actor- teachers and children discuss ideas. 
that the conservatory view. The program was developed in Newcastle, 

“The calendar of plays is selected with Great Britain twenty years ago. Tolch says 
an eye to both the students and the audi- it is an approach not commonly taken in 
ence. This season we feature A Doll’s this country. Tove Ilssas, a drama educa- 
House, a 19th century play; Wiley and the _ tion specialist from Oslo, Norway, is work- 
Hairy Man, a contemporary children’s ing on the Madison campus this year. She 
play; The Rivals, a Restoration play; The will be consulting on this program through 
Alcestiad, and A Normal Heart. We want a grant from Norway. 
to represent the history of dramatic litera- “Drama as a subject has only been 
ture. Directors, students, technicians are taught in Norway since the 1970s,” she 
given exposure to different periods and said. “Theater in the 1880s, in spite of 

By ELLEN RULSEH genres. While we have to measure some Ibsen, was considered immoral, a frill, not 
2s ——__ kind of accountability at the box office and the kind of thing you subjected young 
Ms. Rulseh is a former assistant editor of we know a musical will sell well, teaching _ people to. Now there is quite a bit of em- 
this magazine. is our primary goal.” phasis on using it as a method within sub- 
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jects. While this has very little to do with ippines. “Any time there are visiting artists 
stage production, it isan important partof _ in town, they come here and we invite them 
my work. to talk to our students. Just recently we had 

“Tm interested in the Newcastle a guest lighting designer who was here to 
method, where they allow children to act evaluate the lighting of the Alcestiad. The 
out social conflicts, human relationships, nephew of Thornton Wilder was here on 
moral dilemmas, historic events. That is opening night; he came as a representative 
what the department here is concerned of the family. The reception to the play has 
with. We are working in collaboration with _ been very positive. It’s a very good repre- 
the department of curriculum and instruc- sentation of what we can do.” O 
tion. For people who are concerned about 
making education better, the arts are essen- 
tial to develop the life skills of the kids. One 
Canadian educator sees drama as a generic bd 1 

skill.” ee = Ft 
The children’s theater has shown its ae | 

work nationally and internationally. In the j =? | oe F 
spring of 1983 Tolch and his cast took the a8, Pr # i] {Oe 1 ! ' Py ie. 
play Dandelion to the Kennedy Center in “ee , " noe ‘ 
Washington where it was staged for eight ~_ ery ae a a e, 
performances (WA/May’83). In June of an i : ™_= 
1985 they were invited to perform at an ST “a ‘ 7 oe : 
International Children’s Theater Festival in } 7 at J 
Sibenik, Yugoslavia. They were guests of i | A 
the festival for twelve days and gave per- a . P 
formances of Snoopy in the city as well as a ¢ a mv) 
towns and villages. i pf 7 Da a 

ce Saaal | ie oe 
‘ \ | a ee cy . « 

hen we think of the theater depart- = © A ‘i$ Acted , 
\V ment we think: acting, and Profes- 4 |. wat y 7 he * 

hae sierra . eli with , ae : et | Re P.- 2 af 

Ui acting im for ce al y — - Pe 

seven of its ten years. oe of his bier is ia ? - a 
program have gone on to the Alley Theater ecu | ial 3 
in Houston (Henry Dardenne MA’81); the Aor > Fs 
Actors Theater in St. Paul (Terry Heck MA ss te iG 
*81); the Folger in Washington, D.C. (Ri- F A -— 

sae eens ie UW actors did the children’s play, Dandelion, at a festival in Sibenik, Yugoslavia. 

porting actor in Merrily We Roll Along in 

Chicago (Kevin Gudahl MA’82); a number Students in Thornton Wilder’s rarely seen Alcestiad last semester. 
are working in Chicago now; one, Adam 
Oliensis ’82, is working off-Broadway. 

“The program is focused on training 
actors; right now we have ten. It’s a three- 
year program. The first year is studio 
work—classroom—the second year they a 
can work in production, plus studio work; re 
the third year is thesis performance. We iv ~ 
graduate three to four MFAs in the pro- <a i 
gram each year. That is the maximum we r ~ 2 
can handle with our present staff of three | i Ad | “oR r 
and a half positions. The half position is J b F 
soft martial arts, for physical, mental con- vs : 
trol. There are three studio courses in , * 
movement, voice, acting. There is also an ee ee y 4 
academic course each semester in litera- ein Se z 
ture; this distinguishes us from other pro- = | ( BPE Oe es 
grams.” 3 ye anu 

Lewis worked as an actor in New York ee b _ , 
for ten years, “I got my MFA in directing mmm il . al 

here, was the first artistic director of the ‘é 
Madison Repertory Theater, and taught at ” aR < Dee 
East Carolina University in North Carolina saa 
before returning to Wisconsin.” : ae 

He produced the Alcestiad, and is direc- nae 
tor of University Theater. eee 

At the time of the interview Lewis was ian 
hosting a performing group from the Phil- ASAT 
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The New Head Coach 

Reprinted with permission from the Wis- criteria for a new man. His words of wis- 
consin State Journal of November 30. , pea dom got right to the point. “Hire a winner. 
as SE RESID rs i Winners at one level usually win at any 

t was around noon, and some faculty " 4 level.” 
members at Tulsa University were é Bi a And as the record shows, Don Morton 
congregating in the lounge for lunch ‘ is a winner. 

when a new face appeared in their midst. | ef . “P’ve always been very willing to learn,” 
The youthful, inquisitive fellow intro- i ; ei { said Morton, who talks with a slight stut- 

duced himself to a table of professors and : , Fe eH ter. “I listen a lot better than I speak.” 
PhDs, sat down and began to exchange a ee 4 He is sitting in a straight-back chair in 
small talk about the similarities of their - ‘ - the modest office on the second floor of the 

careers. a Tulsa University Athletic Building. There is 
A week later, the man was back again, a blue sky and sunshine. A window looks out 

introducing himself and talking with more ad across the street to Skelly Stadium, home of 
academicians. the team he has left behind. On his desk is a 

He said his name was Don Morton, the copy of the book What They Didn’t Teach 
new football coach. You at the Harvard School of Business. 

Later, a longtime member of the TU : ills, “There isn’t a day goes by that I don’t 
faculty remembered the man who chose to UW Photomedia Center read something. When I read a book about 
break bread in territory where the jock is =e enn ates wean leadership that ike Tll'go backandiout- 
judged, not worn. line it. Then I'll print copies of the outline 

“A likable fellow,” the professor said, By Anpy BaGcor and share it with the coaching staff.” 
“and different from coaches I have ee ee And they have come to share the pas- 
known.” ‘ : sion. “He encourages us to do reading, 

TULSA, Okla.—Different is offered Wisconsin State Journal which I don’t think is very common,” said 
here in a complimentary context. The big- Ken Ellet, an administrative assistant. 
time coaching stereotype invokes excessive “Books like Search for Excellence, A Pas- 
egos and overblown hype. Of success coaches who take themselves so seriously. sion for Excellence, Peak Performances. He 
gauged on the merits of child’s play. Of All of a sudden they’re too busy to talk to really believes that everything in the busi- 
consequences documented by so many but _ the elementary school kids. Their damned ness world is very much related to coach- 
affecting so few. Morton doesn’t fit that job is so important. ing. 
mold. “Tm in the toy department of this uni- “We'll sit in our meetings and summa- 

The man who officially became Wiscon- _ versity. The decisions that we make affect rize Peak Performances by Charles 
sin’s new football coach Friday (Nov. 28) the employment rate, they don’t affect the Garfield. He’ll have a chapter-by-chapter 
says he has trouble with colleagues who gross national product, they don’t affect summary of the book written out, have the 
display an inflated presence. Morton thinks hardly anything. This is fun. Let’s keep itin _ secretaries type it, and we'll go through it 
it’s best to work behind the scenes like his perspective.” making points on what we can learn from 
hero, Gen. George Marshall, who did that He is thirty-nine going on twenty, a 1 
during World War II. man of seemingly boundless enthusiasm Morton is also partial to historical 

Through clear eyes, Morton sees the and ideas. Sitting before a thicket of micro- books on World War II. Most recently he 
college game for what it really is— phones at this press conference, Morton has begun to consume volumes on the Civil 
something less than overwhelming when fairly set media people back on their heels War. 
stacked against real life—and its partici- with a speech that vibrated with energy and Two of his favorite characters are Mar- 
pants for what they really are—young, sincerity. shall and Gen. Omar Bradley. He re- 
talented kids who need guidance and un- He comes here with a coaching founda- _ counted how Marshall was to lead the 
derstanding just like everyone else. tion built on a penchant for organization, Allied forces in the invasion of Europe 

Most of all, he knows this job of coach- an unwavering loyalty to his ideals and an during WW II, but realized that Dwight 
ing a football team is nothing to get bent instinctive ability to communicate with Eisenhower should handle the task and 
out of shape about. “The only thingI have _ people. stayed behind the scenes. “I think some of 
going for me is this: I refuse to take myself Tulsa University was looking for a the most successful athletic directors are 
too seriously,” he said. football coach two and a half years ago, behind-the-scenes people,” Morton said. 

“My pet peeve, particularly in the school officials sought the advice of former He has tried his hand at getting pub- 
coaching profession, are those darned Arkansas Coach Frank Broyles on the lished. In 1980 he collaborated with Jim 
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From Tulsa comes 

aman with some 

views that might 

surprise you. 

Wacker, a friend and coach at Texas Chris- __ the tail end of a non-descript football ca- spoiled by Wacker’s success, and its new 
tian University, on a book titled The Explo- _ reer. “I peaked in junior high. My career coach were under fire for losing both 
sive Veer Offense for Winning Football. went downhill after that.” games to archrival North Dakota. He was 
Morton didn’t know how many copies of A 6-foot, 190-pound center, Morton’s prepared to resign if it happened again in 
the book had been sold. “You get a royalty _claim to collegiate fame was bending over 1981, but he had bigger things to worry 
check every six months,” he said. “It’s in front of quarterback Ken Anderson, who about when NDSU lost its first game, 38-0. 
always a surprise when you get one.” He would go on to National Football League However, the Bison recovered, defeated 
says the entire amount of his last check fame with the Cincinnati Bengals. North Dakota and went on to the NCAA 
went to cover the cost of a candy bar. When it was all over, Morton was going _ Division II championship game, losing to 

While in Tulsa, Morton also wrote a to be an industrial psychologist, whatever Wacker’s Southwest Texas team. North 
guest column for the Tulsa World. “It was _ that is. He was going to get married and Dakota State went 12-1 the following 
fun,” he said. “Maybe I’m in the wrong live a white-collar life away from sports. season. 

profession.” Then it hit him. In 1983, they were back in the national 
Some of his literary influence comes “Like so many athletes, you don’t real- championship game, playing a California- 

from his wife, Susan, who graduated with a —_ ize how much you’re going to miss some- Davis team. Cal-Davis won on a 52-yard 
journalism degree from Michigan State thing until it’s over,” he recalls. “That’s field goal in the closing seconds. 
University. During their travels, she has when I decided I wanted to be a coach.” During the offseason, Wacker heard 
worked for a newspaper in Davenport, He got his first job in the field in 1969, there was an opening at the Divison I level 
Iowa; taught a basic news writing class in working as varsity assistant at Moline High at Tulsa. John Cooper had left TU for 
Fargo, N.D.; and operated her own small School. John Benn, who would later be his Arizona State. Wacker called his friend and 
public relations firm. athletic director at Tulsa, coached against told him to apply. 

“T think I have a little more insight to him at nearby Rock Island. There were concerns about Morton, 
your profession through her.” Morton After two years he went to Augustana mainly his Division II standing and his love 
told reporters. College in Sioux Falls, and served under affair with the veer. Tulsa fans had seen the 

He has an insight for fatherhood, too. Ralph Starenko, his college coach. His pass-happy days of all-Americans Jerry 
With two children— Stephanie, fifteen, and _ friend had left the staff to take his first head | Rhome and Howard Twilley, and some 
Joshua, twelve—Morton has learned to coaching job at Texas Lutheran. Thus, wanted the school to move in that direc- 
balance the time-consuming tasks of coach-_ Morton inherited the offensive line andthe __ tion. In fact, Rhome was one of the appli- 
ing and parenting. The responsibilities have _ wrestling team. “I saw my first wrestling cants. 
parallels, he believes. “Learning how tobe —_ match when I coached it,” he said. But Morton sold himself and, with 
a leader is a lot like learning how to be a In 1977, after six seasons at Augustana, recommendations from people like 
parent. You bring a basic value system, a Morton gota call from Wacker, who was Wacker, Nebraska’s Tom Osborne and Gil 
basic belief that you stand for and go from _ in the process of taking over at North Brandt of the Dallas Cowboys, got the job. 
there. The learning process is also a grow- Dakota State. He wanted him to be his He produced two winning seasons, con- 
ing process.” offensive backfield coach and help him verted followers to the wonders of the veer 

He has one brother, Dan, who resides in _ promote and develop the run-oriented veer and upgraded TU’s imbalanced schedule. 
Marquette, Mich., and works forthe com- _ offense. There still were some critics, though, 
munity’s mental health program. “1 tell Two years later Wacker was off to however few. 
people we’re in the same profession,” Don Southwest Texas State. But before he left he “People don’t come to watch a team run 

said. recommended his friend, Don Morton, be all the time,” said Twilley. “People come to 
The coach says his brother is going to hired in his place. see the ball in the air. They want excite- 

like the party-type surrounding before, Two years would pass before Morton ment.” 
during and after Badger football games. would come to grips with one of the biggest He has a point when you consider Tulsa 
But Don thinks there’s something you lessons of his young coaching life. “‘As a home games this season averaged 20,000 at 
should know about his brother beforehand. young coach you start out thinking you Skelly Stadium, which has a capacity of 
“We're identical twins. It’s caused some have to be a hard-nose. In 1981 I changed. 40,000. But it dulls in light of the fact that 

confusion.” So if you see someone who Mostly it came down to being myself.[am __ the average is a 3,000 increase from Mor- 
looks like coach Morton and talks like basically a positive person and I get better ton’s first year. 
coach Morton, but is sitting three seats results by encouraging people and letting Morton says he would gladly pass forty 
down from you in the middle of the third them know I have high expectations than! _ to fifty times a game “‘if you would give me 
quarter, just act natural. It’s Dan. do by being hard-nosed.” a lifetime contract.” Instead he will stick 

Don was a senior at Augustana College, North Dakota State went 6-4 during with something he knows will work. Some- 
a Division III refuge in Rock Island, and at — Morton’s first two years, but the program, _ thing proven. Something he trusts. oO 
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mnus Is New Wisconsin Governor : : 
Alumnus Is New Wisconsin Governor" Thterim Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor Are Named 

ur more distant readers may not have = : ; 

O heard that the state’s new governor is ee = | wien oe - avers es 
Tommy Thompson 63, ’66 of Elroy. The en om a 1 for Inving a wee a a We hf 

Republican had been the Assembly mi- ee Ae : | Pan ee Sora are cn 
nority leader, and for twenty years a oo i = ech Corporation in Stamford, Con- 

ed), ; Bi ben restart shn 
been in office for one term. ‘ pS % ‘| inannouncing Cohen s selection, said he 

; a iacine — — of a von 
7h a es He } a students to lead the campus in the perio 

Deep Cuts Possible, \ , \ _ ZN oe 2 ees next ee 
S \ ‘ohen, who is sixty years old, told a 

Says Board of Regents ‘yA M >)! press conference he is not interested in 
3 PE the post on a permanent basis. 

| aed development programs and ‘ ele an & He has ee a member of the political 
instructional quality could be cut ee science faculty since 1959, chairing it for 

back if the UW System is forced to accept , an is three years, and vice-chancellor for aca- 
the 5-percent budget cut asked of all state Be eee ia demic affairs since 1984. He has been an 
agencies by Governor-elect Thompson, hues bE associated dean of the Graduate School 
officials told the Board of Regents at its : and chair of the University Committee. 
December meeting. Prof. Phillip R. Certain of the chemis- 

Although Thompson wrote the re- Acting Chancellor Cohen try department was named by Cohen as 

gents a letter a few days before the elec- acting vice-chancellor for academic af- 
tion in which he promised that the system ernard C. Cohen, a veteran of twenty- fairs. He has been an associate vice- 

“will not see a reduction in funding,” he B seven years of teaching and adminis- | chancellor since September, and a mem- 
later asked that the biennial budget pro- tration on the campus, has been named ber of the faculty since 1970. 
jection reflect funding at 95 percent of 
current levels. 

Going through the exercise, the UW 
System administrators projected a $28- 
Pileeat homes Uae budget 2,700 Graduated In December 
over the next two years. About $3.4 
million would come from special purpose 
appropriations and $24.6 million from > 
general program operations in instruc- — ee F 7 
tion, research and public service. Within j 
those cuts, approximately $1.89 million “ssgnareeniaaecaat a. a ” aT 
would come from research and $1.67 | ee, :. 4 : — 
million from public service activities. aS : ¢ ah ga » oo 

In a worst-case scenario, taking into ele vy os ; « account additional ee that would be | Sh Sl y ) a - Ne <4 
needed by the System for its Quality | ae 5 i mG = 5 - 
ioploveaect Initiative, a total reduction | i 7S AS we el 

of 28,600 students might be required. . , PMN Sd, 
To offset some of the instructional | me 

reductions, about $10.3-million worth of T " i “ 

economic development activities would 
have to be eliminated in the System under 
the budget projection. Perhaps as many 8 
as 190 UW-Madison programs providing | é 
applied research and services to business 3 
and industry could be affected. These | Z 
include the Biotechnology Center, the | x e 

Energy Research Center, the Instrumen- inter commencement on December education does not necessarily guarantee 
Fanon Systems Center, the Materials W 21 honored an estimated 2,705 success in the world, it, more than any- 
Joining Laboratory and the Cheese Re- students, of whom 1,880 received bache- _ thing, prepares us for dealing with the 
search Institute. The campus would lor’s degrees, There were 580 master’s world around us.” 
absorb 47 percent of the economic devel- graduates 205 doctorates and forty in Andy Wojdula ’65 of Chicago, this 
opment cuts; the Extension’s Small Busi- law and igre year’s president of the Wisconsin iRiGraa 

ness Development Centers would be cut His address to the graduates was the Association, welcomed the graduates into 
by 21 percent. J final official act for Irving Shain as chan- the ranks of alumni. 

Pe outs oii: cellor. He told them that while a college 
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Museum To Sell From Its Collection i ab R e D ort 

iS Elvehjem Museum of Arts is plan- 
ning the first sale from its collection What its developers believe is the best give off tiny electrical currents) and in 

with a goal of earning up to $100,000. It noise control method yet is the result of some lung diseases. Il The campus and 
will release about 800 duplicate Japanese Larry Ericksson’s 1985 PhD thesis done city were decimated of elm trees several 
prints “of inferior quality” from its col- under Prof. Richard Grenier of electri- years ago when Dutch elm disease 
lection of 4,000. The museum’s director, cal and computer engineering. Present swept the nation. But even before that, 
Russell Panczenko, said there are strict baffling systems can’t adjust to chang- two of our experts, plant pathologist 
guidelines established by the Board of ing noise environment, but this one Gene Smalley and forest geneticist Ray 
Regents and the American Association of does. Using a computer, it reduces the Guries, had begun study on disease- 
Museum Directors. size of sound waves and then cancels resistant strains. They’ve had great 

All of the prints in the collection must them by broadcasting an “‘anti-noise” success with three, “Sapporo Autumn. 
be catalogued and photographed, and the signal. The technology and recent pro- Gold,” “Regal,” and “American Lib- 
decision on which are “inferior” will totype came from Nelson Industries erty,” with the first two now available 
come from an outside expert. Those down in Stoughton. ll You probably at nurseries, and all three thriving in the 
which are for sale will be offered first to knew this all along, but the aglaspid USS. and England. li The world’s first 
other campuses in the UW System at their may crowd out the trilobite as the digital hearing aid (WA/Sept. ’85) is 
assessed value, then to private museums official Wisconsin fossil. They’re cous- getting closer to reality. The necessary 
in Wisconsin. Only those which are not ins. The aglaspid lived 500 million forerunner, a vastly improved device 
sold through that method will go on the years ago in a shallow, tropical ocean for testing hearing impairment, was 
open market. Proceeds will go to the that covered the state (tropical??), and introduced in November at a national 
purchase of other Japanese prints. grew only a few inches long. Wisconsin conference. The project is headed by 

The process might take up to two is the best place in the world to look for neurology Professor Kurt Hecox, col- 
years to complete, Panczenko said. them, said a visiting British geologist. laborating with Madison’s Nicolet 

If Where stars come from has been the Instrument Company, and the hope is 
subject of research by Emeritus Profes- that the new hearing aid will be availa- 
sor of Physics William Kraushaar. He ble in about two years. Simply put, it 

a - test his theories with an X-ray will differ from all previous types the 
: , letector (which uses sounding rockets) way prescription lenses differ from a 

Survey: Freshmen Adjustment to be flown aboard a space a magnifying glass. ll On December 10 
Is Multidimensional Construction of the $5-million detector, the FDA approved a broader applica- 
a aa ee known as the Diffuse X-ray Spectrome- tion of tamoxifen (WA/Sept. ’86). 

he students are home between semes- ter, is now nearing completion at our That’s the drug that shows great prom- 
T ters, leaving behind them temporarily Space Science and Engineering Center ise in preventing recurrence of cancer in 
the pressures and tensions of final exams. @ Computer scientists here have de- postmenopausal women who’ve had a 

But for many, the packing came much vised a software package that can trans- mastectomy. It has been given its long- 
earlier—maybe before Halloween, or in form a network of desktop computers est clinical testing—eight years —here 
September, or even during the first week into a supermodel. By directing micro- at our Clinical Cancer Center by 
of classes. Each year 10 to 15 percent of computers to cooperate with one an- Douglass Tormey MD. The FDA’s ok 
those living in residence halls, mostly other, the software allows a user to tap, means it can be used instead of chemo 
freshmen, leave school during the fall simply and easily, the unused calculat- or radiation therapy; until now it was 

semester. ing power, memory, and speed of all of limited to supplementing them. ll 
Armed with information from fresh- them. ll The electroencephalograph Plant pathologist Paul Williams has 

man adjustment surveys conducted last isn’t all that accurate because the skull developed a strain of “rapid cycling” 
school year, Lakeshore Housing Coordi- isnota good conductor of the electrical plants that may help researchers speed 
nator Felix Savino is trying to piece to- brain waves being measured. Now, at up plant breeding by telling them 
gether why. our medical school, there’s the MEG— within days or weeks whether they’ve 

One thing the surveys show, Savino the magneto-encephalograph—which successfully introduced new traits. In 
said, is that personality, more than envi- measures the brain’s magnetic fields, a the high school biology lab, the kids can 
ronment, determines how well people much better way. There are only four watch genetic processes develop over 
adjust to college. “It’s the person who’s MEGs in the world. Ours will be used days instead of months. Williams will 
able to control the environment, not the in epilepsy, tumors (if the current Euro- talk about the process at our Day on 

environment that controls the person,” pean theory is correct in saying they Campus in April. a 
he said. 

Savino surveyed 444 freshmen living 
in residence halls in October 1985, then For example, survey data show that a strong link between satisfaction with 
completed a follow-up survey with 246 high number of visits home by an individ- | living in university housing and being 
of those same people last April. He mea- ual adversely affects goal commitment well adjusted. 
sured adjustment in four areas: social, and social and overall adjustment, yet has Factors shown as insignificant in- 
psychological, academic and goal com- little influence on academic adjustment. cluded whether students lived in a high- 
mitment. An overall adjustment score What does appear to affect academic rise or low-rise hall, whether they lived 
was computed by combining scores from adjustment is commitment to an aca- with a fellow freshman or returning 
the four areas. demic major. Savino said 75 percent of student or had a roommate change dur- 

“Tt’s very rare that a person would the freshmen surveyed had chosen their ing the year, and whether their dorm was 
score high in all the areas,” Savino said. major field and proved to be better ad- single-sex or co-ed. 
“Adjustment to college, at least for fresh- justed academically than the 25 percent Savino said the two areas which re- 
men, is multidimensional.” who were undecided. There also was a spondents indicated they are most con- 
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Make your nominations The New Ss continued 
now for the 

cerned about are finances and lack of Alan Crist, associate director of ad- 

enough personal contact with professors. missions, will take over coordination of 
1 987 WAA Survey results probably will not lead the minority recruiting program. 

to any immediate changes in university 
Board of housing operations, he said; many aca- | ae 

demic - soe re beled iia Fake Student-ID Cards Are 
. are provided to students living in the . D i rectors eae Halle | Object Of Crackdowns 

The surveys will help in identifying | ; ae ie 
: : “the students who are at risk of not ad- fe state’s new drinking laws, requiring 

and its representative justing well and deciding what resources __| i Wes ce the aa is twenty-one, 
i we can provide them,” Savino said. “We as resulted In a marked Increase in 

to the UW Athletic Board. want to convince students they can suc- fraudulent ID cards and a resultant 
ceed, boost their self-esteem and help crackdown and confiscation. Roger 

a them believe they can survive here.” Howard, associate dean of students, said 

Open positions are: on the WAA Patrick Dorn ee ike . ere a beens 
; UW News Service ad a large number of disciplinary cases 

board, ene year terms as third to consider during the fall semester, the 
vice-president, secretary, assistant eens 415 HEODIEN 19 Very feal. It is mapHitied: He 

secretary, treasurer, assistant Offices Combine To Improve said, 7 ee cen the 
‘ state because of their social traditions, as 

treasurer, and ten three-year terms High School Contacts well as the large number of students who 
as directors-at-large; on the || snoware under the legal age) 
Athletic Board, one four-year term. T he Office of New Student Services has “When the drinking age was eighteen, 

become a part of the Office of Admis- we had very little contact with any stu- 
Each nominee must be: sions. The change was made, said Joe dents under that,” Howard said. “Now, 
i Corry, associate vice-chancellor for in order to drink, you almost have to 
An alumna/us of the academic services, to form better links have senior status.” At the Kollege Klub, 
UW-Madison. with state high schools in the face of a popular student hangout in what used 

« Amember of the Wisconsin tightened admissions requirements here. to be Langdon Hall, somewhere around 
: inti David Vinson, director of admissions, 400 false IDs were confiscated by early 

eh pesocialion Fees will head the office; Jack Kellesvig, direc- November. 

i nterested in Participating In tor of New Student Services, will become The false IDs take a number of forms, 
activities of the University and of the senior associate director of admis- from cards obviously sliced up and al- 
the Wisconsin Alumni sions. tered, to duplicate driver’s licenses issued 

Association. 
oe The Way We Were—3 1 

Be sure your nominating letter MONTY TIMARU MT WL soma 
includes the full name and address Hi ea l Hat { Hi iii 

of the nominee, the position for i\ \ slqid eal \ Hi ae 
which he or she is nominated and i : } It i He | iy) I | : ] [*4) y 
pertinent background on the | ' ) a i i at i a 
individual, and your name and ! 1 Se if Ih } | mh dhs 

address. > eee Cat ink = 
eg i od Kec tthe a fp) ae a - ‘ 

Nominations must be received by | i al ? ae Bors vid 

February 15, 1987. ne A aa 
ey ] j Nl % 5 a : Sal 5 

oF Pee 
fy ¥ 7 f \ erty 

r > ; eer P= p 4 Bi ed, A be: pa Ay a Sn; be v Py % 1 ‘ * 

‘> nF ee = ef 

= ES > we ee r - a  feilleg: 
Mail to: => pense h vent a 

Nominating Committee aa January 10, 1948. It was the second-semester grand opening of the 770 Club, the 
Wisconsin Alumni Association Saturday-night cabaret in Tripp Commons. Tickets were $1.20 a couple. 770 was a popu- 
650 North Lake Street lar spot, with soft lights, a good local dance band and a little glitter, and 3.2 beer served by 
Madison 53706 waiters in white jackets. The floorshow on this winter night was a forty-minute segment of 

“Skyrockets,” an upcoming benefit show by the Student Board. The club took its name 
from the then-address of the Union, which averaged two dances a week throughout the 
postwar years. 
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OD 1D EDD D1 DED ED ELD aD ere reD: 
to people who use false identification to 
get them. 

On the other hand, it might seem that 
there are more people in the Madison ah Or Onn ae 
area using deceptive means in order to Oy v yb YY 
exercise than to drink, if there is any vital 
social significance in that. At SERF—the 
Southeast Recreational Facility at West 
Dayton and Lake streets—more than A 
1,275 false student IDs have been con- Spring Day on Campus 
fiscated since a new computer was in- roe March 31 
stalled last spring. A magnetic strip on Phrer NEL TLC 
the card is computer-checked as people 
attempt to enter, and cards registered as 
lost or stolen are confiscated, as is the rc . 

case if the photo is not that of the bearer. Cc l b t th — 
The result of the campaign has been a e e ra ing e Pas 
sharp decrease in vandalism and theft at e yy 
the facility, said David Berge, the director Con tem plati ng the Futu re 
of recreational sports. 

Fake IDs violate a state law, but Berge 
and his staff are primarily interested in cE RAY Be ’ : MY It 
getting them out of circulation. Fr SA LUE B. 

This fall, the same system was in- ‘3 CMY A aC Het 
i i * PAO ay ie we eee Morning Program LEMOS ERR aia 

i BRIDE CAN TIBE RS EP TALL Oem 
Law Prof. Gordon Baldwin PEED BERR MEG Ba 

——___—______—“_ on celebrating a flawed Constitution BRI OSEAN otra) Ty Tg Le a 
: TARE RUC A Co 

Two Win Japanese Honors Medicine Prof. Norman Fost MD Ver ere a ae 
= SaaS ECL ee on decisions re life-sustaining treatment AI fy POR PEN ais OTS eae 

wo students recently earned first place ODN HP G RO eaagi oats 
T honors in the Midwest Japanese Dean of Students Paul Ginsberg "REP ROLL Tea enkeh eo ia He 

i i OP ELS PEW AA ARS 
Language Speech Contest, one of them on his legacy of caring Aa Sa fy a ae He Peal sae 
capturing the grand prize of round-trip Business Dean James Hickman TiO AS i Se ae 

airfare to Japan. Cameron Keith, a fresh- on America's foreign business competition ELA OETA am 
man from Marshfield, was chosen as. SEAS Fie Ee a cea 

grand champion among twenty-one Journalism/Mass Communication Sat 
finalists who delivered speeches in Japa- Chmn. James Hoyt eva 

nese. on the legal and ethical dilemmas of f 

Steven Hoffman, a grad student in a free press 
environmental studies, took first place Plant Pathology Prof. Paul Williams 
among those over age fifteen with more Pie real 
geet genres et (arene dies on “instant genetics” via fast-growing plants 

a Afternoon Program 

President Finder” Kauffman Retires Dance recital ay 

3 3 The Melrose Motion Company 
A those taking emeritus status at and School of Music students | 

the end of last semester was Joseph 
Kauffman, who helped pick the last two AFTERNOON TOURS, | 
UW-System presidents. He came here in DEMONSTRATIONS | 
1965 as dean of student affairs, left for a “Dance as Art” with Prof. Claudia 
college presidency in Rhode Island from Melrose 
1968-72 during the time of “court cases, Bee 
sit-ins, and violence,” he said. He re- Backstage at the University Theater 
turned to campus “when it was safe,” he Th ; : 5 2 e Veterinary Hospital 
quipped to the Board of Regents as he faa 
announced his retirement. ee eee 

a a the ee pro- Previous attendees will receive a | 
gram in college and university adminis- mailing in early March with full | 
tration, then in 1980 became EVP of the pearener ee ona: ay 
UW System, serving three years as the fon Othersimey calliorwnte the 
second-highest officer before he returned Se aa oe bk 
fo UNW- Madison. Wisconsin Alumni Association, 650 
eS inka ae ek to 1 Tie a N. Lake Street, Madison 53706 

Most news items are based on releases from (608) 262-2551 

the UW News Service and other campus 
sources. ee et ee ee er) [ns ams am + am 
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For sixteen years this sports psychologist has been looking into the 
psyches of athletes. His object, to find the whys of their highs and lows. 
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By Patrick DoRN 
after working at the University of 

he stories are familiar ones. A consist- _ thing.” Women’s swimming coach Carl California-Santa Barbara Institute of Envi- 
T ent .300 hitter falls into a mysterious Johansson is already sold on Morgan’s ronmental Stress. He says UW-Madison 

batting slump at mid-season; a mara- __ theory. Johansson says there has been a and Arizona State University remain the 
thon runner has one year of brilliance, then | movement in swimming toward extensive only U.S. schools with labs noted for spe- 
suddenly fades to a substandard perfor- physiological testing of athletes to deter- cializing in psychophysiology (A number of 
mace level; a placekicker can’t buy achip- _ mine the results of training methods. Ex- others have labs with strengths in research- 
shot field goal all day, but deliversa game- _ pensive blood tests make it possible to ing the social psychology of sports.) Be- 
winning 52-yarder with only seconds pinpoint what stage of training a swimmer cause the field is so young, standardized 
remaining. When an inconsistent perform- _is in. Morgan has been able to forecast training requirements have yet to be devel- 
ance is not the direct result of a physical training stages almost as accurately with oped. Morgan oversees a very small gradu- 
injury or ailment, we have yet to under- psychological testing. “You look at our ate studies program that usually has no 
stand why. Prof. William Morgan believes _ team profile and compare it to how we more than four students enrolled at any 
the answer lies somewhere in the psyche of | swam and you get a very good correla- time. Master’s and doctor’s degrees are 
elite athletes. As director of our Sport tion,” Johansson adds. He feels Morgan’s offered in physical education with speciali- 
Psychology Laboratory, Morgan has spent _ mental health model also reassures swim- zation in sports psychology. Students are 
the last sixteen years probing the minds of mers they are on the right training path, required to have at least a minor in psy- 
the University’s varsity athletes. His work particularly in mid-season when the most chology. Morgan’s own training includes a 
with the University and Olympic teams in difficult workouts can cause race times and _ doctorate from the University of Toledo 
sports such as rowing, distance running, practice splits to actually increase. with a dual major in psychology and physi- 
swimming and wrestling has led to the “Tf they have confidence that feeling the _cal education, followed by post-doctoral 
development of a mental health model that _ way they do in January is going to pay off training at the Institute of Environmental 
may be the answer to the problem of incon- _ in February and March (Big Ten and Stress at UC-Santa Barbara. There is at 
sistent performance. At the heart of that NCAA meet times), they feel better about present a great deal of discussion about 
effort has been a long-term study on uni- where they’re at,” Johansson says. He feels what type of training is best for those enter- 
versity swimmers. better about his own abilities too, because ing the field, and the USOC’s Sport Psy- 

For ten years Morgan and his associates _of the profiles, adding that “‘any kind of a chology Advisory Committee is tackling 
have conducted psychological tests on study that can help you bea better coachis _ the issue. 
members of the men’s and women’s swim worth participating in. Just having a re- Most jobs in the field remain in univer- 
teams at regular intervals during their source like Bill Morgan available to us is sity settings, teaching and conducting 
seasons. Though the research project is tremendous.” research. However, Morgan says the 
years away from conclusion, he is optimis- Indeed, Morgan’s expertise in sports USOC is currently recruiting sports psy- 
tic it will produce a working mental health _ psychology is widely sought. He is a mem- chologists to work at the national Olympic 
model for use in preventing the onset of ber of the U.S. Olympic Committee’s training center. A couple of his former 
what he calls “staleness” in athletes. Sports Psychology Advisory Committee students have found jobs outside the aca- 

Swimming works well for research and serves as a consultant on the Elite demic world. Mike Ross PhD ’77 is at the 
purposes, Morgan says, because the train- Distance Runners Project at the USOC Army’s national physical fitness center in 
ing load and conditions make the onset of Training Center. He is a Fellow of the Indianapolis and Mike Bahrke MS ’73, 
staleness virtually inevitable. He says his American College of Sports Medicine, PhD ’77 operates two fitness centers in 
ultimate goal is to create a model that will American Academy of Physical Education New York City. 
allow for prediction of that state before it and American Psychological Association, “Tf a person is well educated and 
occurs. The secret will then be for coaches _ and is current president of its division of trained, and has the entrepreneurial skills, 
to develop workout loads that take individ- _ exercise and sport psychology. The latter there are opportunities out there,” Morgan 
uals to the edge of staleness and then taper _field is relatively new in the United States; says. He notes that, just as the field of 
off, preparing them for peak performance. _ its official arrival was not until the mid- sports medicine has experienced tremen- 

“The question, of course, is how well 1960s with the creation of the North dous growth, he finds it “inconceivable 
can you fine-tune that,” Morgan says. ““My American Society of Sports Psychologists. that every professional team and major 
feeling is that if we can’t do this for a sport Morgan was hired to open the UW- university won’t someday have at least one 
like swimming, we can’t do it for any- Madison sports psychology lab in 1970 sports psychologist on staff.” Oo 
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By PaTricK DORN 

F tball: Th t All There as OO . Nats W 
t the close of the football season, it October 18 While our offense misfired, a revved-up 
could be said that Badger fans were Wisconsin 35 —Northwestern 27 defensive unit accounted for a safety and 

as disappointed on behalf of the Thank heaven for hapless Northwestern. boise Bites {heonly points We Gon 
coach as for the team. Jim Hilles, the much- Though improved in recent years, the Wildcats feerecr hd an as A 

ted and determined defensive coordi- were not good enough to stop Wisconsin from 40 seturn Tor a touchdown Broke a a 
FeSD CCE vas wane A : deadlock in the third quarter and gave Wiscon- 
nator since 1978, had taken over as “in- notching its first Big Ten victory of the 1786 sin the lead for good. Illinois countered with 
terim head coach” after the death of his Sere Cs what appeared to bea game-tying touchdown 
mentor, Dave McClain, last spring. Of Larry Emery rushed twenty-six times for later in the same quarter, but the Badgers 

, 2 132 yards, Bud Keyes turned in several key : 2 | course he wanted to earn a permanent : 4 special teams rose to the occasion and blocked 
ahi ° third-down plays and the defense held tight Hi 

appointment, and his rooters were legion. when it mattered most. The Badgers never the extra point attempt. fs 
In late summer he reflected on “the pro- wale : ; a A twenty-four-yard Gregoire field goal and 

2 : < trailed after opening the game’s scoring on a eeat id dhe wick vin the fcuk 
gress we've made here in the eight sea- sixteen-yard first quarter pass from Keyes to eee eee eee eee oe » . seaciets 5 aiSanit quarter. (His thirty-seven-yard field goal in the sons,” referring to such statistics as those of __ freshman Bill Williams. A 28-14 lead at the : : 

- first quarter was the only scoring by either 
1984, when Badger defense ranked six- start of the fourth quarter seemed comfortable, Guetta the’ Giat hale Barden Ste Canick 

teenth nationally, andon game after game _but Wildcats quarterback Mike Greenfield led 3). was key in the victory as he pied ne 

in recent years when it was the defense who 3 two-touchdown Northwestern ale tet Illini inside their own 10-yard line on three 
brought on most of the respectability the closed the gap to 28-27 with 3:04 left in the separate occasions. On a busy day for punters, 
team garnered. Just before the season game. Greenfield, who threw for 187 yards Cepicky kicked ten times for an average of 

BATHCEE CT JUSE DELO and rushed for another 106, was stopped by 
started, Hilles said his aim was to “make : forty-two yards. About the only bright spots 

: : % : Badger tackle Leon Johnson on a two-point fortinor: ite: E *5 122-vard 
the guys believe in themselves,” blaming a conversion attempt that would have given SE ee eee 
lack of confidence for most of last year’s Northwestern the lead. Emery finally sealed effort and the act fined te ral NS only 

defeats. the victory in a forty-yard scamper around left ae aeten : a a ht i ST ae 
But apparently that confidence never set _end. Sa are 

in. Of the first five games, as reported in November 1 
our November issue, the Badgers lost to October 25 Indiana 21— Wisconsin 7 
Hawaii, Nevada-Las Vegas, Wyoming and Wisconsin 15 —llinois 9 
Michi z » oe 3 Two Hoosier freshmen spelled defeat for the 

ichigan and beat only Northern Illinois. It was far from flashy, but a workmanlike de ; ie zl Badgers who turned in a dismal performance 
In the second half of the season, reported effort against Illinois was enough to give the at Bloomington. The Badgers were never in 

below, there were losses to Iowa, Indiana, Badgers their second consecutive victory. The this game and were only spared the embarrass- 
Minnesota, Ohio State and Michigan State win was the first over Illinois since 1977. mentotbciie Hawa our ite tar cnartes 

and wins over Northwestern and Illinois. when Nate Odomes blocked an Indiana field 
For the likeable Jim Hilles, the interim was roe attempt and oe ane back An- 
all there was. Award Winners thony Thompson fumbled on the Wisconsin 6- 

yard line. Odomes again was Johnny-on-the- 

Here are the season’s honorees, as spot falling on the loose ball October 11 ae The fumble, however, was Thompson’s 
Iowa 17— Wisconsin 6 announced at the banquet in late only mistake of the day as the freshman ripped 
ele ieniavoclided Gre Hedeoe eta November. Shae i through the Wisconsin defense for 207 yards 

sat bia YS ence the Rageets uu Us contest; MVP: senior inside linebacker on thirty-nine carries. Redshirt freshman 
par aes fea ste id oun Michael Reid (Albany, Ga.). quarterback Dave Schnell complemented 

just 10-6 late in the fourth quarter and driving Players Of the Year: [defense] peoue Se pecloraanes wana fone ee 
deep in Iowa territory, Wisconsin was unable cornerback Nate Odomes (Colum- Pe Sete oie a ae a ee TBE he 
to pick up six inches on a crucial play at the bus, Ga.). Tas Se CE weceqeae Deed 

Jowa 21. The change of possession on downs lvan Williamson Award {for The Badgers mustered only 160 yards of 
was the spark the Hawkeye offense needed to scholarship and sportsmanship]: Rive lis Henen andl wate a limoePonGnn ane Ke 

ther a game-clinching touchdown Michael Reid (he has a 2.75 GPA z 2 fi Pe tose h 3:28 aes : : Odomes who had a spectacular day returning 
os be 3: remaining ‘ Ae in computer science.) ea kicks for a total of 129 yards. A thirteen-yard 

f . oe ee : t pe ais ict Sie 08), Most improved: [offense] junior TD pass from Mike Howard, who relieved 
SIRT eae See ae tight end Brian Anderson (Madi- starter Bud Keyes in the third quarter, to 

Beni field enh an early Pecqasres son); [defense] senior tackle Dick eee elena ee Ua leg 
touchdown. Iowa defensive tackle Jeff Drost Teets (Maumee, Ohio). Sree 
set up the early TD by intercepting a Bud Dave McClain Mr. Hustle November 2 
Keyes pass and returning it to the Badger 9. Award: senior center Jim Cisler Minnesota 27— Wisconsin 20 
From there, lowa scored in two plays for a (Mishicot). i 
quick 7-0 lead. The Badger offense, mean- Russ Winnie Award [for schol- Winds gusting up to forty miles an hour should 
while, piled up 323 total yards, but was unable arship, sportsmanship and ability]: have been enough to keep the fog from taking 
to put the ball in the end zone. Field goals of Crate Raddate (Cedarb over at Camp Randall. Yet, for the third 
twenty-seven and thirty-four yards by Todd TOR BAS Oa Ce a ure). straight year, ““The Fogg,” Minnesota’s Rickey f YAOME BEES Ry Odomes and Reid were elected : a Pasar 
Gregoire accounted for Wisconsin’s points. AN Rig Ten ars! beth Foggie engineered a Gopher victory over 
Four turnovers —three interceptions and one to All-Big Len first teams by the Wisconsin. Badger mistakes provided Minne- 
fumble—proved to be too much for the UPI and AP respectively. sota with just enough scoring opportunities to 
Badgers to overcome. squeak out a victory. 
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Tyrone Campbell (#35) scampered against Ohio State. co m 

Twenty of the twenty-seven Gopher points Buckeyes 10, Wisconsin 0. A fifty-four-yard seven receptions for the winners. Scott Bestor 
were scored in just over two minutes of play. Ohio State drive later in the opening quarter led Badger receivers with three catches for 
They made ten points in the last forty-two was capped by Workman’s three-yard run forty-eight yards. 
seconds of the first half with the help of an around left end and the badgers were down 
interception thrown by Keyes. This led to Chip 17-0. Wisconsin managed to cut the lead to November 22 
Lohmiller’s twenty-seven-yard field goal and a 17-10 in the second quarter on a twenty-eight- Michigan State 23 — Wisconsin 13 
17-10 Gopher lead at halftime. Minnesota yard Gregoire field goal and a two-yard touch- : » 7 re 
then put the game away in the third quarter down run by Keyes, but was unable to get any Hoe ieeos momen e pena ener : 
with another spurt of ten points in less than closer. Another field goal by Frantz and a ele tee ie ao Se Rees E 
five minutes. twenty-eight-yard touchdown catch by Cris Ga if eee oe “hoff fe Noe we an 

Just when it appeared Wisconsin would Carter boosted Ohio State to a 27-10 halftime oa ng eave a s eee nadie tyrone 
make a game of it after a Gregoire field goal lead. The Buckeyes came out for the second a » o S | se eee mA 2 aaah 
cut the Gopher lead to 17-13 in the third half thinking ahead to their encounter with f ibe, ae i a i o eae ae 
quarter, two mistakes buried the Badgers for Michigan the following week and simply a ee ue ane ee baee fh i 7. An 
the day. Foggie came up with the big play coasted to the victory. The Badgers got an- a datall a eee aes: a erue 
when he caught the Wisconsin secondary other fine performance out of Larry Emery, ae be ee oad pee ee abl i 
napping and hit running back Ed Penn with a who carried twenty-five times for 120 yards. follo es cost y Ee wes aad i ° 
sixty-four-yard touchdown pass giving Minne- His effort was not enough, however, to offset . evel rough oe faa os - ne ree . 
sota a 24-13 lead. Aaron Swopes’ fumble on Workman’s 172 yards on twenty-nine at- vo See ae. aoe 
the ensuing kickoff resulted in a forty-three- tempts. Carter added another 112 yards on Me ene or heen S| 
yard field goal by Lohmiller and a deficit the - Sate pout st aoe Bataan ere able mavecone! with 1:23 left in the first half and the Badgers 

Wisconsin moved the balll effectively, but - leading 10-7. Hilles called for a seemingly safe 

as was the story all year, committed costly j | ee \ uae bac draw. It backfired ence Keyes 
turnovers. Larry Emery marked another 4 pie, fumbled and Michigan State’s Mark Nee 

milestone in his career by moving into third ae i 5 ij secorcted on pe Eager eae plays ae 
place on Wisconsin’s all-time career rushing _ ae) } Fe ere se fou oe ae uP 
yardage list after tallying 106 yards on twenty- Ps ’ A ie" wip en RG oe 5 aed ae mae 
eight carries. This upped his career total to ar Ly; Dy A fe ee ote Acie ee hae Wis i ma 
2,847 yards, third behind Billy Marek (3,709) am A Q ? uy Ve Sra eT Tae eae oa 
and Alan Ameche (3,345). Also on the day, r pred - Ca eae ‘ ld only 
Gregoire moved to the top of Wisconsin’s all- a it a r ar ee ae eee Avenue 
time kick-scoring list. His eight points gave ) ea if “hill Me 5 5 Boa all my 
him 187 in three years, breaking Vince Lamia’s a i Ass oe nay ae aS Pee aee cone eo 4 record F180) a) esd < 23-13 victory. Running back Bobby Morse 

- Ps was the catalyst for State, scoring two touch- Rem eaeas = in F ) congrane TSRIDE oe ee yards, Bs ae 
: . * d ~ more than the entire Badger ground total o} 

Ohio State 30— Wisconsin 17 3 e >> g 104. Yarema added anes pass completions 
Jim Hilles diagnosed Wisconsin’s troubles for 185 yards. Keyes led the Wisconsin attack 
against Ohio State quite matter of factly; “You — =, on the ground and in the air. The junior from 
can’t spot a team like Ohio State seventeen i ¥ : Green Bay finished the day with fifty yards 
points and expect to come back and beat wf rushing and seventeen pass completions for 
them.” A Nate Odomes fumble on the opening 138 yards. 
kickoff was recovered by the Buckeyes at + Any hopes for a Badger rally were snuffed 
Wisconsin’s 32. From there tailback Vince a thee out late in the game when Keyes was inter- 
Workman quickly rambled in for a 7-0 Ohio ee “a . cepted by Todd Krumm, who had two take- 
State lead on the Buckeyes’ second play from Trartoaies Ses | \- =) 9) aways on the day. The interception killed a 

scrimmage. Saas aseiaed i (izes === drive that had seen the Badgers move from 
Bud Keyes followed that by throwing an a RESORT SR as fee their own 19 to the Michigan State 24. For 

interception on the sixth play from scrimmage eet ee FS Hilles and his squad it was an all too familiar 
in Wisconsin’s opening series. Linebacker enn ee 4a ae ee oi ending to a long season. 
Chris Spielman returned the intercepted pass SiMe ce (Qa cee eaves The final count in 1986 put Wisconsin in 
fifty-six yards to the Badger 8, setting up a ee ae the Big Ten cellar with Northwestern and 
twenty-eight-yard field goal by Matt Frantz. For Jim Hilles, time ran out. Purdue at 2-6; 3-9 overall. Oo 
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L ng Shas TUING SPAIN, 
° 

departing as chancellor, 
. 

talks about some things that 
° ° 

continue to WOrTy him. 

Shain (continued from page 5) 

faculty members and custodians who ob- would be eventually no students, no faculty _ obligations for the tenured faculty, are 
ject to having substantial portions of the and no staff, except for accountants keep- assigned to the UW-Madison chancellor. 
janitorial work moved to the night shift in ing track of each other. I thought I was That is a fatal flaw in the structure, and 

order to save money. being sarcastic.) To make it easier to ad- until it is resolved, Extension will be incap- 
As a direct consequence of the decision minister a UW System where state govern- _ able of providing the programs and service 

to control enrollment, it is obvious that a ment will likely take an increasing interest which are needed by the people of Wiscon- 
careful review of our mission and program _ in auditing and managing programs, there sin. 
will be needed. There must be decisions on _ will be a demand for more uniformity Minority/Disadvantaged Students: For 
such alternative futures as a drastic cutting across the system, and this will inevitably more than fifteen years we have been ac- 
back on undergraduate education tomake _ increase the tendency toward centralized tively seeking ways to increase enrollment 
the UW-Madison a graduate center. An- management. (But) the best management of these students. (From the beginning, our 
other extreme possibility would be the decisions are made closest to the program affirmative action programs were aimed at 
division of our faculty into two groups: an being managed. This philosophy, rigor- increasing the entire minority student 

undergraduate faculty with fulltime teach- _ ously followed here, has resulted in avery —_ population on campus, but we have been 
ing responsibilities only, and a separate one decentralized management structure, with _ especially attentive to an increase at the 
to operate a smaller but, hopefully, high maximum delegation of authority to the graduate level because of our special mis- 
quality graduate and professional program _ program level. It has fostered shared gov- sion in graduate and professional educa- 
supported by outside grants and contracts. _ ernance, and has resulted in an extremely tion.) We have been quite successful in 
None of us would like to see this institution — well managed University with an unusually _ some areas and disappointed in others. For 

evolve in either of these extreme directions, small campus-level administration. The example, the Advanced Opportunity Pro- 
but these and a wide range of less dramatic _ chancellor’s office must be committed to gram of the Graduate School has been 

options need to be examined. funding creative ways of responding to extraordinarily successful in attracting and 
Enrollment Management: Meanwhile, state and System requirements without retaining qualified minority grad students. 

during the remainder of this academic year, increased campus-level centralization, and On the other hand, we have not been im- 

a major task will be the full implementation to convince System administrators, regents mune to the decreased participation trends 
of our enrollment management policies and state officials of the hazards of accept- which have been observed nationally 

(WA/Sept. 86). The goal is a fair and equi- _ing increased centralization simply because _ among some minority groups. Our particu- 
table process for admitting qualified stu- it makes the job of the auditors easier. lar problem has been the almost total lack 
dents while reducing enrollment substan- Structural Reorganization of Extension: _ of merit-based scholarship funds. It is still 
tially to bring the instructional workload During the past year, both UW-Madison appropriate for us to seek ways to expand 
more closely into line with the resources and UW-Extension faculty and staff have participation of minority/disadvantaged 
available. New deadlines will have to be worked very hard to achieve the goal of the __ students. To that end we must continue to 
met for analyzing student documents, integration of the Extension into the cam- press for more state funds while being 
making timely decisions on applications, pus faculty. Remarkable progress has been _realistic in recognizing that in this period of 
and creating new mechanisms for commu- made, but not without countless hours of austerity, obtaining support for even our 
nicating with the student applicants and adversarial discussion. Each of the many basic operating budget will be difficult. 
their parents. budget, administrative and faculty problem I suggest that this University develop 

Management Centralization: Major areas could be worked out, presumably, if direct academic linkages with several uni- 

changes such as those being faced by the we had infinite time, resources and person- _versities and colleges that traditionally have 
UW System are likely to require new poli- nel. But the administrative relationship enrolled large numbers of minority under- 
cies and procedures. At the same time, between the two units involves a funda- graduates. These would include the historic 
whether or not additional funding is pro- mentally unsound concept: control over the _ black universities of the South and those 
vided by state government, the demand for _ funding and budget of the Extension pro- institutions in the Southwest that enroll 

accountability is likely to be even greater. gram is assigned to its chancellor, while large numbers of Hispanic students. Such 
(In a speech in 1972, I commented that if responsibility and accountability for the linkages could be used as the mechanism 
then-current trends were to continue, there | program including, for example, fiscal for identifying highly qualified people in 
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the last two years of their undergraduate sion on any settlement will be made by the _been able to compete effectively for grants 
work. DER. If collective bargaining were to be and contracts, even in a period of austerity. 

At the same time, we must continue to adopted by the TAs, significant structural A major goal for this year has to be the 
seek ways to expand opportunities for changes in our graduate program will be removal of barriers to that effective man- 
undergraduate minority/disadvantaged inevitable, and it will be very important for agement. However, the state government’s 
students, but the problems caused by lack all faculty members and TAs to understand _ insistence that the University restrict the 
of scholarship funds are much more dif- the implications. For example, it is my number of its employes to an arbitrary 
ficult to solve at that level. Both the L&S personal opinion that TA collective bar- limit set two years ago in the budget proc- 
and Chancellor’s Minority Scholarship gaining could make it very difficult for the ess is jeopardizing our ability to carry out 
programs have been successful. The latter University to recruit the very best graduate _ the research required by the grants and 
fund has grown, mostly through contribu- students. In the past, University policy has contracts we obtain. The problem has 
tions from the faculty and staff, to about been to maintain TA salaries as high as become particularly critical in hiring staff 
$320,000 and the income is now providing _ feasible; if DER does the bargaining on for projects funded by non-federal grants 
scholarships to seventeen students. My behalf of the state, the natural tendency and contracts. 
own goal is to seek donations that will will be to set salaries as low as can be nego- The state has repeatedly urged the 
bring the total endowment to at least $4 tiated. And this could lead to a situation University to become more directly in- 

million. where undergraduate education would be volved with business and industry in order 
Teaching Assistant Collective Bargain- _the loser. So I have grave concerns about to assist in revitalization of Wisconsin’s 

ing. Perhaps the most important challenge __ the future of the TA system as an integral economy. Our faculty has responded ex- 
facing our graduate and professional pro- part of our graduate program if the TAs ceptionally well, with non-federal research 
grams is the balloting which will determine _ opt for collective bargaining. grants and contracts at a total of about $30 
whether the teaching assistants will engage Research Grants and Contract Activity. million for the first five months of this 
in collective bargaining as the mechanism One of the interesting questions that arises fiscal year; that’s about $1.4 million ahead 
for establishing salaries and certain condi- when the declining quality of the academic _f last year at this time. If we were a private 
tions of employment. During the past five program is discussed is why the Univer- business that created $30 million worth of 
years, they have been working under a set sity’s national ranking remains high while economic activity in five months we would 
of policies and procedures which have been _ funding is so significantly below the na- likely receive awards from both the state 
effective in protecting the TAs from arbi- tional averages. The reason of course is that _and city governments. But no one seems to 
trary and unilateral management decisions, _a University’s reputation is based largely on recognize the vital contributions these 
while preserving the traditional teacher- measures related to the graduate and pro- research funds make to the economy of the 
student relationship with themselves and fessional programs. Here, such programs state. 
the faculty. remain very strong in many areas although Thope that I leave you with the strong 

With the passage of enabling legislation, _ there have been significant losses of key conviction that even though there are 
TAs now have the right to bargain collec- faculty in certain fields. Those research formidable tasks ahead, rational ap- 
tively if they so choose, with the Depart- programs are supported by $200 million in proaches are being developed for those 
ment of Employment Relations bargaining _ outside grants and contracts brought in by tasks. The UW-Madison will continue to 
on behalf of the state. Although the Univer- __ the faculty members themselves. be one of the premier universities of the 
sity will be able to make recommendations By aggressively preparing and submit- world. [ual 
concerning the negotiations, the final deci- _ ting high quality proposals, the faculty has 
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P . died twelve years ago. Ihave my own secret _ field was yellow with thousands of dandeli- 
J pleasures—Gene Stratton Porter books like ons and I sat down in my red-and-white 

Girl of the Limberlost, a tumbleweed from __ checkered dress, closed my eyes and let the 
P , ; a 1962 vacation, paper relics of a lifetime sun pour over me. Suddenly I felt strange. I 

r of teaching. Into each life some sleaze must _ looked up at the blue bowl of sky and it 
‘ » 2 fall; mine happens at the moment to be The _ seemed as if time stopped. It was pure 
Ee . Colbys, that Thursday night soap opera. ecstasy. I felt as if | knew everything in the 
_ - My fascination for it is probably a leftover world there was to know—that there was 

& — 4 - from my days of collecting pictures of no question I could not answer. This was 
wee on movie stars. I am willing to take the flak no intellectual experience (I could barely 

. a rs sa dished out from my children—renditions read) but it still seems to me the most im- 

, like, “Oh God, Jason, you can’t do this to portant moment of my life and it has re- 
ety me,” while I’m revelling in the gorgeous mained ineradicable. It was as if a great 

” clothes, the lean-jawed men, and the rau- secret had been laid in my lap like the 
ee cous plots. Leisure time needs no defense. It __ signature of something immense. Nothing 

can be silly, irrelevant, if itis absorbing and _ like it has ever happened again, but it has 
fun. The single greatest of such pleasures made a difference, and I still remember it as 

Sear for me is writing. I have written something _ if it were yesterday. O 
aeeiari sue almost daily for years, because it is a re- 

cord, not of events, but of my inner life. 
one impulse. It seems to me that students Writing records the conversations with 
today are propelled by very strong forces, myself and seems to give a shape to my life. i> 
both inner and outer. By anxious parents, Then I would speak about love, a word i Ye a 
admission tests and standards, money so tricky and overladen it almost escapes A 
worries, by competition and by what some _ definition, though thousands have tried to i 
have called “reaching for the brass ring.” define it. I think Freud was onto something ey q 
Vocationalism is rampant in the land and absolutely accurate when he said that the c, 3 

students seem not so much to want to write _ central instincts of humankind are toward a 
the great book as to own the publishing work worth doing and people to love. Pa 
house. Too often the best and brightest There are a few eagle souls who seem * 7 P| e 

leave school for the eighty-hour workaholic _ able to love humankind “‘in general,” but Sie 
week, the commuter marriage, the ulcer they seem usually to have first learned how ssl 

: : f : ad 
and the drug trail. Your tenth class re- to love in particular. Quite often we are % 
unions are still in the future, but my guess is _ lucky to find real intimacy and love with 
that yours will be like mine—the sad dis- only a handful of people in a lifetime. The 
covery that some who seemed the best and _ fit between human beings is a tenuous y 
brightest have drifted into venality and thing. When I speak of love, I do not mean 
shabbiness they would not have dreamed romance or falling in love, but rather some- 
ossible when they were twenty. thing closer to what I would call steadfast- RE Fi 

= Work dominated by raw wed selfish ness. It means making the outrageous Modifying an Old Chinese Proverb 
striving destroys the spirit. Paradoxically, promise to hold steady with another person (Contanited fromepaee 7) 
meaningful work may also mean eighty- who is usually as much a stranger to us as them. Even in our relatively “open” U.S. 
hour weeks, but it is usually characterized we are strangers to ourselves. Commitment society, it’s not easy for a typical white, 
by cheerfulness, surprisingly good health like that seldom extends much beyond the —_ middle-class American to live for a month 
and serenity. family circle of spouse, parent, childanda _or two in an Hispanic neighborhood, a 

Good work has not only engaged me, it _—_ few close friends. We have limited amounts _Black ghetto, a homosexual household, or 
has taken me outside myself. It seems to me _of psychic energy, and the attention that a Native American community. Because of 
most people know the difference between love requires is immense. What seems to these difficulties, our educational system 
work that makes you mean-spirited, happen is that when we love and try to must assume considerable responsibility for 
crudely ambitious, sick in mind and body, reach out to someone else, at the same time _ helping us learn about our neighbors. For 
and work which makes you generous, we come to know more about ourselves. years Columbia University has taught high- 
open-spirited, and healthy. These, then, are the things that I have enrollment courses in the civilizations of 

Next, I would speak about fun. Often, learned and that have given me pleasure: China, Japan, India, and Pakistan. The 
after a long absence, I ask my friends discipline and curiosity, work largeenough _—_ University of Chicago requires all of its 
“What have you been doing for fun?,” a to be worth doing, the fun of leisure time, undergraduates to take at least one course 
shorthand for leisure time. I have known and people to love. It seems tome that our _in a “non-Western” civilization. Here in 
some masters of it. A next-door neighbor lives are our greatest work of art, and much __ the University of Wisconsin, even though 
was already a widow when I met her. She of it lies within our power of choice, but we have no similar requirement for our 
never met a man to equal the one love of not all. undergraduates, we do offer courses in 
her life, but after his death, she loved flow- The last thing I would speak of is so such programs as Afro-American, East 
ers. I have seen her come home, wet to the mysterious to me I have no name for it, I Asian, Ibero-American, Scandanavian, 
ankles in a new and ruined pair of shoes, can only tell it as it happened. South Asian, Southeast Asian, and Wom- 
and happy as a pig in mud because she One summer day, a long time ago in a en’s studies. And we still offer courses in 
found marsh marigolds. I have a husband little town where I grew up, I had just the Greek and Latin classics, diciplines that 
who fancies things which might someday finished making mud pies with my sister for centuries provided students in Europe 
be of use. He has a memorial garden—our _ when | felt restless. 1 was probably no more __ and America with a “broadening” expo- 
basement—which houses a twenty-year- than seven years old and I wandered from sure to other cultures. 
old truck tire, antique snowshoes, and the our backyard to an open field that lay at Courses on non-Western areas and even 
synchro-mesh transmission from a car that _ the end of our dead-end gravel street. The continued on page 26 
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A MEMBER OF MRS. AQUINO’S CABINET . . 

enjamin Lozare PhD’82 is a professor from breaking out into physical confronta- 
B and dean of the College of Letters tion, keep it at the level of rationality—full 

and Science at the University of the expression of views and opinions. 
Philippines in Manila. He was here for two By ELLEN RULSEH “The way in which the United States 
days recently as part of an eight-week can be of service to the Philippines at this 
Eisenhower fellowship, which enabled him time is by participating in an exchange of 
to pursue counsel in the U.S. on issues information. In spite of our long relation- 
which are now of paramount concern in Lozare does not see the Communist ship, I feel that there’s still some room for 
the Philippines: communication and con- insurgency as a problem. “A lot of people us to get to know each other better, to 
flict management. look at it purely along ideological lines, I understand how American policies are 

After the change of government last don’t think so. Those in the insurgency are —_ formulated, how American government 
February, he was drafted to work in the there because of social injustice, or socio- works, and similarly, for the American 
Ministry of Information. “Deputy minis- economic problems. These things can be people to appreciate Philippine aspirations. 
ter” is a title he eschews, as the ministry is addressed under the new government, andI _ Things will develop from there.” 
in the process of being dismantled. “It was think that makes the problem less serious. Lozare has met with a wide range of 
used for propaganda under Ferdinand The primary recruiter for the Communist people, from psychiatrists working on 
Marcos,” he says. “We’re coming up with insurgency was Mr. Marcos himself, andI _ conflict resolution, to diplomats, journal- 
alternative structures which we hope are figure now that he’s gone, things will ists, academicians, scholars, and think-tank 
more responsive to the needs of the Philip- definitely improve. organizations. “I’ve met with two psychia- 
pino people.” “One important project we’re working trists working on Arab-Israeli negotiations 

That’s to include a presidential press on is establishing information centers all another in the area of race relations in 
staff; an information agency which Lozare _ over the country. Before, much of the work — Miami. I’ve talked with government 
will head; and his conversion of govern- of the information agencies was propa- spokesmen in the state department and the 
ment radio and television networks to ganda. If you wanted a government bro- White House, the Rand corporation, and 
public broadcasting. chure there was no choice but to go to the have visited several universities, and re- 

Lozare took a key role following last source; if you wanted it on agriculture you _ searchers working in this area. From a 
year’s disputed election. He was in charge had to go to the Ministry of Agriculture; all professional point of view it’s excellent 
of the citizens’ group that guarded the polls _ these things were scattered. If you lived in exposure. 
to document the fraud and cheating. the southern islands, you’d have to fly to “Madison’s like home to me,” said 

“Now there is a general sense of free- Manila to be able to get that. Lozare, who was here with his wife Chris- 
dom; we can go from point A to point B. “Now we have established twenty-seven __ tina. “The city and the University gave us a 
We can do what we want to do. There is information centers all over the country. lot of pleasant memories. The time I was 
optimism and confidence, contrary to the They’re right in town and on the ground here was one of very significant profes- 
media reports that I get here which imply floor, preferably in a space with glass walls _ sional growth. I made a lot of friends, and 
we’re almost on the brink of civil war; so that people can see what’s inside. now that I’m moving into a new profession 
things are being taken out of context. Alot — They’re staffed with people who can an- I'd like to pick up more things here.” 
of play has been given to disagreement in swer inquiries, and receive complaints and Lozare is active in the Wisconsin 
the cabinet, but people must remember that feedback. It’s a two-way communication Alumni Club in the Philippines. “Many of 
Mrs. Aquino doesn’t have a party, that this media shop. us appreciate what Madison Friends of 
is more or less a coalition government. “At the time of Marcos the government _International Students have done for us. 

“It’s not like a Republican party, where —_ was deaf. It didn’t listen to the needs of the —_ They help foreign students get settled, find 
everyone is a Republican, and people speak —_ people. Now we're trying to be more sensi- _ housing, meet friends, get acquainted with 
from a common perspective. The manner tive to that. Rather than tell people what to _ the community. So as a gesture of apprecia- 
in which she took office was through avery _ do, what they need, we’re encouraging tion, what we’ve done is to organize a 
broad coalition of various groups, and so them to tell us. This, of course, inevitably similar organization in the Philippines for 
all of these debates that are going on now brings conflict, and that’s why my interest international students. We thought that 
are just part of the democratic process. In in this Eisenhower exchange program would be in keeping with the Madison 
time I’m sure consensus in major programs _ centers around the role of communication spirit. We also have a big reunion every 
and policies will be achieved, as it is being and conflict management. The important Christmas of Big Ten alumni. We all take 
done now.” point now is, how do we keep any conflict _ turns hosting it.” Oo 
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Se cordingly. Sweaters were also off limits. stacked in piles at curbside. The city was 
; The young man in the photo was un- dirty. The lake was green. The campus was 

All is Flux (Good News, Bad aware of Fannie Turnbull’s camera or the | enormous. The SAE house was shabby and 
News Division) | click of her Compur shutter, but the gray- | the Sigma Chis and Phi Delts had moved, 
—_—_—_—o__ haired retired physician is delighted with | but the Alpha Chi Omega house, where I 

her timing. waited table for five years, had enlarged. 
The young man in the foreground of your My wife and I toured Madison and the Yet, enough was left to look beautiful 
The Way We Were photo in the September | campus in August, 1984 on the way to my | through misty eyes. 
issue was a first-year medical student. He fiftieth high school reunion in Monroe. 
probably was on his way to the anatomy Summer school had just let out. Old mat- | Danikt R. Kon11’38, MD 
lab on the top floor of Science Hall. The tresses, broken furniture and debris were Bainbridge Island, Wash. 
jacket cost $23 at the University Co-Op. meee 
Here he had a two-year appointment for ia a] Gee 5 
the basic science portion of med school, @2e3 am 223] eee eg 
after which he transferred to Northwest- Fs, ae | —a | re | x £ ° 
ern, which had lost twenty-five of its class Ee ees a al i il 3 a Se f 4 
of 125 by attrition. LG ile, Ds OF a Vea Bes | A: |) . 

At Northwestern in his senior year, one oe an y; Pa = 4 _¢ 4 
of his classmates had the temerity to ap- “A wea %y ae oe oe tee 

: i z aie = : As 
pear for Saturday morning classes wearing £ 4 J eo o ad 
a sweater. He met with Loyal Davis MD © 2. gaa S47 | 
on Monday. Davis, chairman of the de- ae ) 
partment of surgery, and Nancy’s father 4 ¥ , 
(we had heard that he had an attractive ? i 
daughter who was, unfortunately, off ¥ i 
limits), advised him that if one planned to F , " n 

graduate, he would henceforth dress ac- The way Kohli was. 

7 Fond du Lac: Jan. 21, Wisconsin *Mt. Horeb: Mar. 8, Concert Choir 
Coming Up Singers Concert. Contact: Mike Turk, (at Evangelical Church). 
Far elub procrams—_Founders Da 923-6335. *Mar. 28, Chamber Orches- Naples, Fla.: Mar. 23, Founders Day. 
b: Bre d Wi in Si y tra (at Marian College). April 22, Speakers, Elroy Hirsch, Arlie Mucks. 
ae or Son aul an A Founders Day. Speaker, Mike Leckrone, Contact: Phil Schlicting, 262-8800. 
eG ae be oe eee director of bands. Contact: Mike Turk. *New York City: Mar. 17, Concert 
for whom the clu POS AY GOCTESS: Ifyou Fort Atkinson: Mar. 1, Founders Choir (5:30 p.m. at Equitable Life 
ae os pnb mailing - ue pave bi Day. Speaker, UW-System President Assurance Co., 787 7th Ave.). 
provided the name of the club member Kenneth Shaw. Contact: Ardell *Pittsburgh: Mar. 15, Concert Choir 
Tes CRSA ie Wiederhoeft, 563-9521. (at Memorial Park Presb. Church, 

io Tins month oe Hs ada Green County: April 1, Founders Allison Park). 
Gee from the eae i ae d Day. Speaker, UW-System President Rockford: Feb. 10, Founders Day. 

ib i). Watch the local eee Kenneth Shaw. Contact: Verla Babler, Speaker, Dean of Students Paul Gins- 
Hy) ean es ce ee 527-2593. berg. Contact: Judy Danca, 398-3620. 
abl locaon te a Oueach office *Haverford, Pa.: Mar 16, Concert Sarasota: Mar. 22. Founders Day. 

here on the campus, (608) 263-4086 Choir (at Haverford School). Speakers, Elroy Hirsch and Arlie Mucks. 
BekvcenO aon a Gen Mateos Janesville: Feb. 13, Founders Day. Contact: Allan Jones, 921-7811. 
Ae Be Bie Speaker, Dean of Students Paul Gins- Tampa: Mar. 21, Founders Day. 

: berg. Contact: Judy Holt, 756-4121. Speakers, Elroy Hirsch and Arlie Mucks. 
Appleton: Jan 15, Chamber Singers Kenosha: *Mar. 13, Concert Choir Contact: Don Winner, 442-5875. 

(at Ist Cong. Church). (at Tremper High School). April 5, *Toledo: Mar. 14, Concert Choir (at 
Ashland: Mar. 13, Wingra Wood- Founders Day. Speaker, Mike Leckrone, Christ the King Church). 

wind Quintet (at Northland College). director of bands. Contact: Dave Gen- Tomah: Mar. 9, Founders Day. 
*Baraboo: Mar. 10, Wingra Wood- sicke, 658-5264. Speaker, State Supreme Court Justice 

wind Quintet (at UW campus). Marinette: Jan. 31, Wisconsin Sing- Shirley Abrahamson. Contact: Mike 
Buffalo, N.Y.: Mar. 19, Concert ers. Contact: Arlan Wooden, 735-3371. Wish, 372-2141. 

Choir (at Delaware Ave. Baptist *Marshfield: Jan. 14, Chamber Vero Beach: Mar. 17, Wisconsin 
Church). Singers (at Ist Presb. Church). Singers. Contact: Joe Schemel, 231- 

Chicago: Feb. 13, Beat-the-Blahs *Menasha: Mar. 27, Pro Arte Quar- 3800. 
Party. Contact: Gus Roehrig, 368-8575; tet (at UW campus). Washington, DC: April 6, Founders 
April 8, Founders Day. Speaker, UW- *Middlebury, Vt.: Mar. 18, Concert Day. Speaker, UW-System President 
System President Kenneth Shaw. Con- Choir (at Middlebury College). Kenneth Shaw. Contact: Roland Finken, 
tact: John Gable, 701-5581. Milwaukee: *Feb. 22, Concert Choir (202) 724-7492. 

*Cleveland: Mar. 20, Concert Choir (at St. John’s Cathedral); «April 3, Pabst Wausau: Feb. 3, Wisconsin Singers. 
(at 1st Cong. Church, Elyria). Theater Showcase. Contact: Christine Freiberg, 845-1353. 

*Detroit: Mar. 21, Concert Choir (at *Monroe: April 14, Jazz Ensemble & Mar. 26, Founders Day. Speaker, Mike 
1st United Methodist Church, Plym- Dance (at Art & Activities Center). Leckrone, director of bands. Contact: 
outh). Bill Tehan, 845-4336. ba 
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When your telephone rings one evening today; it also depends on the interest 
this spring, it very well could be and loyal support of alumni. 

Wisconsin Calling. “Wisconsin Calling . . .” It's a great 
Telephone lines winding their way from opportunity to share your interest and 
the University Club will soon link questions about the University with 
students on campus with alumni across students in the mainstream of campus 
the country, giving them the life, and to respond generously to their 
opportunity to share their excitement appeal for your support. 

and concern for the University of " ; . i i 
Wicdonsinigcicoe: University of Wisconsin Foundation 

: 702 Langdon Street 
The strength and quality of our Madison, Wisconsin 53706 
University depends on much more than 608 263-4545 
the people and programs on campus 

Ca University of Wisconsin Foundation



Modifying an Old Chinese Proverb this. Awareness through higher education 
oe from page 22) can be a starting point for changed U.S. 
locumentary films showing other areas of _ policies that make it easier for the rest of 

the world may be a step in the right direc- the world to live with us (and, incidentally, Don’t Make a Move 
tion. But there is no substitute for actually __safer for us to live in this world). = 
living in such an area of the world. The And our planet’s survival depends on it: Till You Make a Call 
University has pioneered among other Throughout human history people have 
institutions of higher learning in the U.S. in _ been announcing the coming end of the 
that—through its College Year in India, world. So far they have all been wrong. But eae 
Nepal, and Thailand programs—students as we approach the final decade of the { a > 
can spend a year abroad in these areas, twentieth century a number of unprece- | ad ML eres 
learning their languages and cultures while — dented dynamics are at work—dynamics dt 
receiving University of Wisconsin academic _ that appear capable of ending (or at least mc] 
credit. Over the years I have watched stu- irrevocably altering) life on this planet as Wy 
dents return with levels of knowledge and we know it. The most controversial dy- ~ 
sophistication about their neighbors that namic is that of the nuclear arms race, with ro) (GaN 
no amount of classroom work here in some 50,000 nuclear devices poised for a err 

Madison could have provided. triggering by appropriate signals from the MU, 
You'll be easier to live with: Whenone _U.S., the Soviet Union, or a number of 

stands outside the United States today and _ other nations. Linked to the nuclear arms 
observes how its conduct and policies fail race are the various “deadly connections,” ee 
to mesh with the world’s needs, one is local conflicts in places like the Middle East 
amazed at how insensitive we as a nation or South Africa that might ignite fuses to an . . 
can be, even though we think of ourselves East-West nuclear exchange. Environmen- The Universit y keeps track of 
as a generous and warmhearted people. By __ tal pollution (dramatized by the industrial ved through its Alumni Records 
almost any criterion we select, our country _ disaster in Bhopal and the nuclear accident Office*, which is plugged-in to a 
is the wealthiest nation in the world. We in Chernoble) is another potentially devas- campus toll-free number. If you 
consume far more than our fair share of its _ tating dynamic as the world consumes its want to report an address 
metals, fossil fuels, and energy resources. supplies of fresh water and generates change, one call does it. That's 
Nevertheless, we are doing very little to see wastes that may be hazardous for genera- for all the mail you expect from 
that the wealth of the world is distributed _ tions to come. Population growth is an- the campus: this magazine, 
equitably among its citizens. Approxi- other potentially devastating dynamic, with reunion notices, “On Wiscon- 
mately 10 percent of the world’s popula- regions of the world (such as Bangladesh sin,” Foundation mailings, the 
tion are “severely” or “moderately” mal- and portions of Indonesia) nearing the Ae s 
nourished according to U.N. definitions. breaking point of population-to-land ra- we 
About 30 percent of the world’s population __ tios. The occurrence of each of these poten- f : 
lacks access to a healthy water supply. tial disasters can be avoided. But teams of In Wisconsin, except Madison: 
Millions of the world’s children have no individuals with the clearest vision and the 800-362-3020 
proper schools to attend. Millions more best training need to focus attention on (In Madison: 263-2355) 
have never been inoculated against the preventing their occurrence. elsewhere, 

basic childhood diseases. Despite relatively Why acquire a higher education? Be- except Alaska and Hawaii: 
impressive growth rates in some of the cause we have some critical problems we 800-262-6243 
“developing” countries in recent years, need to solve if our world is to continue 
evidence suggests that the relative incomes _ existing. We need better techniques for Call between 7:45 and 11:45 in 
of the poorest 40 percent of the world’s mutual surveillance and monitoring and the morning or 12:30 and 4:30 
population have decreased, and some more efficient means of direct communica- : ft 9 M. di ti 
evidence suggests that the absolute incomes _ tion to prevent “accidental” nuclear ex- in the afternoon, Madison Hn: 
of the poorest 10 percent have actually changes. We need more effective means of Be sure to ask for the Alumni 
decreased during this period. Last year our _conflict resolution and mediation to pre- Records Office. 
nation spent approximately one billion vent regional conflicts from escalating into 
dollars on U.N. activities. That same year major conflicts. We need more groups like You're seeing this because you 
we spent approximately seven billion dol- Physicians for Social Responsibility, Educa- read Wisconsin Alumnus Mag- 
lars on cosmetics and makeup. In 1982 our tors for Social Responsibility, Computer azine, but there are other 
per capita giving to the U.N. was $4.42. Technicians for Social Responsibility, and alumni less classy than you. 
That same year Norway contributed $37 the Sanctuary movement to check the Open your heart to these unfor- 
per person, Sweden $25, Denmark $25, tendencies of those prepared to rush into tunates. Tell them about the 
and the Netherlands $13. Even Libya war as a means for “solving” complex é bao a Fel 
exceeded us, with its $9.60 contribution political and social problems. We need 800 number. Or use it on their 
per person. The current U.S. reluctance to more creative ways of handling the world’s behalf. 
pay even its required dues to the U.N., the energy requirements. We need safer ways 
USS. vote in opposition to the Law of the of dealing with industrial wastes. We need SEE Se es ke ea 
Sea, the U.S. vote on the commercial baby- _ more imaginative approaches to the i roe 
food formula, the recent U.S. disparage- world’s population problems. We need “The Alumni Records Office is not a 
ment of the World Court, and repeated more equitable procedures for distributing part of WAA. The good pecne there 
U.S. votes in the U.N. Conference on Trade _ the world’s resources. And these are just a ee ere poe settee! 
and Development that fly in the face of the _few of the needs that top off the list. date. We'll te glad to do that. Our 
developing world’s efforts to substitute So, what do I have to say in the closing phone numbers are on the index 
“trade for aid,” all reflect our startling minute of my (imagined) last lecture? page. 
insensitivities to the needs and rights of our + Know yourself; know your neighbors; 
fellow human beings. The majority of the you'll be easier to live with, and our plan- 
American people are not aware of much of __et’s survival depends on it. il 
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Local Club Presidents 

a » . 

Give a call when you're passing through town. 

IN-STATE CLUBS Vero Beach (] HarrisBure, Pa.: Phillip Dobrogowski (’66), 
i E 2222 Dover Rd. (] Hawau: Larry Weisner (’60), 2101 Nuuanu 

Antico: Peter G. Hafemeister (’72), 636 AR-Vi Ln. [] ApPLE- Ave. #1701, Honolulu 1) Hor Sprincs VILLAGE, ARK.: Val 
Ton: Thomas Prosser (’58), 1028 Surrey Ct., Neenah [] Kopitzke (’49, °50), 2 Nacozari Ln. (] Houston: Carol Blohm 
ASHLAND: Carole Huhn (’68), Rt. 2, Box 285 [1] Barasoo: Aural —_(°78), 6301 Sierra Blanca #4309 CL] INpranapouts: Laurie Hurst 
Umhoefer (’65), UW Baraboo/Sauk Co. Center, 1006 Connie Rd. —_(’65), 307 Hampstead Ct., Noblesville 1] Kansas Crry: Jon 

CU Beaver Dam: Tom Fisher (’53), 621 Lake Shore Dr. [] BE- Braatz (’76,’77), 10505 Wedd, Overland Park [1] Kokomo: 
torr: Tom Pollard (’74), 2260 Penny Ln. (] BurtincrTon: Phillip Glenn Porter (’63), 2401 Greentree Ln. 1] Los ANGELES: Jan 
Reinfeldt (55), 525 Park Ave. (] Eau Crarre: Stephen L. Weld Martinson (’83), 108 7th St., Newport Beach [1] Loursvitte: 
(69, °72), 3615 Cummings Ave. [] Fonp pu Lac: Michael Turk John R. Henderson (’70), 1786 Klerner Ln., New Albany 1] 
(75), 108 Woodward St. 1] Fort Arxinson: Ardell Wiederhoeft — Mramr: Marilyn Gandt-Hudson (’72, ’73), 2350 Trapp Ave., 

(68), 116 W. Cramer St. [] Gocric-IRon Rance: Jeff Hautala Coconut Grove [] MiNNEAPOLIs: Julie Neal (’84), 2883 Holmes 
(73), 701 Magnetic St., Hurley [] Green Bay: Paul Liegeois Ave. S. #3 (] Naptes, Fia.: Phil Schlichting (59, ’63), 100 Misty 
(72), 2920 Grande Rue (] Green County: Verla Babler (’67), Pines Cr. 1] New York City: Kevin McKeon (’78) 32-15 41st St. 
1318 4th St., New Glarus CL] JANEsvitte: Judy Holt (’68),650S. #4, Astoria 1] OrancE County, Cauir.: Tom Westover (’64) 
Fremont St. L] JEFFERSON: Peter Thomsen, Jr. (’78), Rt. 1, Popp 24586 Polaris, Dana Point (] PHrLapEcpuia: Robert Bruechert 
Rd. LF] Kenosua: David Gensicke (’56), 2011 80th Pl. 0) La (77), 260 Berwind Rd., Radnor C] PrrrssurcH: Emmy Lou 
Crosse: Nancy Hathaway-Tillisch (’84), G. Heileman Brewing Anderson (’53), 174 Woodshire Dr. [] PorTLanp: Dennis Ste- 
Co., 100 Harborview Plaza [] Mapison: Scott Spangler (’74), jskal (79), 12690 Southwest Cleveland Bay Ln., Beaverton (] 
4912 Eyre Ln. [] Manrrowoc: Mary Kull (66), 1130 N. 6th St. Quan Crrtes: Margaret Patterson (’82), 810 16th St., Moline 1] 
C) Marinerte: Arlan Wooden (’79), Rt. 3 [] MARSHFIELD: RocuestER, Minn.: Thomas Dillinger (’77, 78), 3714 NW 21st 
Rosann Endres (’78), 3305 W. Arnold [] Menomonre: Tom Ave. C1] Rocuesrer, N.Y.: William Schultz (’52, 53), 250 Ge- 
King (’72), 108 Shorewood Dr. [] Merritt: Tom English (’79), neva Rd., East Aurora (] Rockrorp: Herbert Hoover, Jr. (’78), 
1404 E. Main St. ) Mi-wauxee: Daniel Minahan (’71), Davis & 5625 Flatwillow Dr., Roscoe J Sr. Louts: $. Richard Heymann 
Kuelthau, 250 E. Wisconsin Ave. [] PLATTEVILLE: Robert Craig (66), Bryan, Cave, McPheeters, & McRoberts, 500 N Broadway 
(58), 1720 8th St., Fennimore (] Racine: Paul Smith (’52),4117 — (] Sarr Lake Crrv: Jim Berry (’64), 7899 Da Vinci Dr. F) San 

Monterey Dr. (] RHINELANDER: Margaret Kasson (’78), 6496 ANTONIO: Wade Smith (’68), 15114 Beckbrook [] SAN Disco: 
Emma Lane [1] SHEBoycan: J. Michael Lippert (70), 2532C Gary Freiberg (65), 11234 Del Rio Rd., Spring Valley 1] SAN 
Crosscreek Dr. [1] Stevens Pornt: John Norton (’71), 3349 Francisco: Michele Wiley (’66), 18th Saint Benedict Ct., San 
Orchid Lane 1] Sturceon Bay: Mark Jinkins (’76, 79), 454 Ramon [] Sarasota: Judith Jensen Skornicka (’64), Paine Web- 
Kentucky St. LD] Surertor/DututH: David Wiltrout DVM (’68, ber Inc., Ringling Blvd. (] Seatr ie: Claudia Pogreba (’70), 4614 
70), 528 Tower Ave., Superior 1] Toman: Mike Wish (’74), 3rd St. NW CL] Tampa Bay: Don Winner (’49), 395 Mandalay 
1815 Hollister Ave. [] Viroqua: Kathryn Kreinz (’74), Rt. 3, Ave., Clearwater Beach (] PHoENrx/Sun City: Gary Kjelstad 
Box 311AA [] Watertown: Gary Palmer (’66), 302 N 3rd St. ('67), 2608 E Mercer Ln. (] Tucson: Henry Ewbank (’47, 48, 
O Wauxesna: Dorothy Green, Waukesha County Human Serv- *52), 1731 E. Orange Grove Rd. (] WasuincTon, D.C.: Roland 
ices, 414 W. Moreland Blvd. [] Wausau: Christine Freiberg Finken (’52), 8008 Falstaff Rd., McLean, Va. 1] WitmINcTON: 
(72), 401 S. 36th Ave. (] West BEND: Marge Pok (’57), 5319 James Borden (’50), 19 Wood Rd. 
Boettcher Dr. 

FOREIGN CLUBS 
OUT-OF-STATE CLUBS REPUBLIC OF CHINA: Lih-wu Han (’28), 7 Fl. No. 14 Lane 
AKRON/CLEVELAND: Jack Florin (56), 824 LaFayette Dr., Akron 107, Fuh-shing S. Road, Section 1, Taipei, Taiwan [] Hone 
0 Atzanta: James Vernor (63, ’78), 4404 Chowning Way, Kone: Mowling Tung (67), c/o T.A. Consultants Ltd, Room 
Dunwoody CL) Aurora, ILL.: Theodore Schuster (’49, °51), 358 506-8, Mt. Parker House, Taikooshing ] Isrart: Barak 
Woodland Hills Rd., Batavia 1] Austin, Texas: Mark Wallace Fiedelman, Moshav Shitufi Neve Ilan, D.N. Harei Yehuda (1) 
(51), 8100 Seminary Ridge [] Boston: Jean LaMack (’51), 24 Japan: James P. Valenta, c/o BOC Group, Inc., 1-11-28, Akaska 
Hitchingpost Rd. [] CuartEston: Roland Manthe (’58, ’65, Building, Minato-Ku, Tokyo () Mexico: Jesus Guzman (’52), 
76), 1546 Autumn Rd. (] Curcaco: Gus Roehrig (64), Emrich Cerro Del Otate 45, Col. Romero De Terreros, Mexico City 1] 
and Dithmar, 150 N Wacker Dr. () Cincinnati: Steve Haugland = Putippines: Josephine Marquez-Malixi (’52), College of Phar- 
(72), 7470 Wallingford Dr. (] Cotumsus: Dave Tolbert (’83), macy, 64 Gomburza, Area I, U.P. Campus, Diliman, QC 0 
5071 New Haven Dr. [1] Dattas: Tom Mucks, International REPUBLIC OF SouTH AFrica; Dr. Johan Van Rooyan (’72, ’73), 
Athletic Club, 13701 Dallas Parkway (] Denver: Richard Netzel _ Sentralwest Cooperative, Box 31 Klerksdorp 2570 [] Sourn 
(’50, °56, °60), 3775 S. Forest Way (] Derrorr: Charles Gunder- Korea: B. H. Kay (’55, ’58), Manjin Container Lines, Ltd., 18th 
son (’56), 33678 Colony Park Drive, Farmington Hills [] FLor- Korean Airlines Building, Seoul (] VENEZUELA: Luis Fernando 
IDA TREASURE Coast: Joseph Schemel (’52), 245 Ocean Way, Yepez (’59, 59, ’70), 305-A Eagle Heights, Madison, Wis. [el 
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Swintosky ’42, PhD’48 Schaver ’49, 59 Allen ’56 
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S “aS . 4 ‘ Vs “ 
Polansky ’5S7 Groth 67 Ferguson ’73 

The American College of Surgeons gave its Gerap A. POLANSKY ’57, senior part- 
3( } AQs Distinguished Service Award to SeYMourR I. ner at Touche Ross & Co. in Washington, 

SCHWARTZ 47, MD, professor of surgery at D.C., is treasurer of the AICPA. 
the University of Rochester, N.Y. The ACS Brig. Gen. JoHNn D. LOGEMAN ’61 is the 

The Milwaukee Press Club inducted JamEs M. cited “his dedication to medical education and new commandant of the 28th Air Division at 
JOHNSTON ’32 to its Hall of Fame. He was research, . . . and his outstanding performance Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. 
religion editor for the Sentinel for twenty years of administrative affairs ...”” G&H Production Company of Denver, 
prior to retirement in 1981, and continues to which does oil and gas exploration, recently 
do a weekly column. a ea ee appointed RoBert J. GROTH 67 its chief 

ARTHUR T. JACOBS ’34, ’35, Harrison, Pea abet taki (Ne Ae geologist. 
N.Y., has been elected to the National Acad- ac Cea Warner ee Communications, Colum- 

emy of Arbitrators. The academy’s news noes 5 bus, Ohio, named Cuartes W. ELLIS ’67 its | li herr lahe haere presented it to an average of only eight men a EVP of ‘ He'll ic ae 
= Sai eee coe oe oe a celeron) year. So it’s significant that for 1986, there f ean sd ate Hi Se re 
Baten NG naar ne ener were two winners from the UW-Madison Seen oe oe See ceaere 
and the ae igamates ot ing Orkers O: chapter. They were HAL Gc KUEHL °47, 54 1 esi ing) Ouse pole casting. 

America, “‘and numerous state, county and Chass Tee Erwin NEHER MS’67 is co-director of the bliéschoal isin New Yorks e and “As” O. NICHOLAS ’52, ’55. Kuehl, of depantnentor b onkosi fh 
public school panels in New York State. Milwaukee @elainmadand GEO ban partment of membrane biophysics at the | 

JoserH V. SWINTOSKY ’42, PhD’48, Wisconeine d First Wi Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemis- 
a f h U: * ee f K ki > iG Ih f isconsin Corp. an irst Isconsin try Gotti We cS With hi 

Bee ore eae : cue q Soon seeO International Bank. Nicholas, of Hartland, is ae = aaa ca pd wa = 
f pee es Maina: Boe the founder and president of the investment 586 ae . oe = eaency Buea : 
rom the Acai lemy 0! edicine in Poznan, company bearing his name. one rize Which inc ute les 2 

Poland: neon a eke See award. We me pate vanes eae 
e American Institute of Chemical Engi- tional recognition for their invention o 

neers named CHARLES R. WILKE PhD’44 one Bernié D. GOLDSTEIN *49, a CPA in the “patch-clamp” technique, today a basic 
of the winners of its 1986 Founders Award. He Nashville, took part in a recent White House tool in the study of cellular processes. 
is a professor of chemical engineering at the Conference on Small Business. The American Society of Agronomy has 
University of California, Berkeley. The new vice-chairman of Rexnord in made a Fellow of Mary BetH KIRKHAM 

ELMER H. JOHNSON °46, ’48. °50, distin- Brookfield is WitBERT E. SCHAUER ’49, ’50. MS’69, PhD’71. She is on the faculty of Kansas 
guished professor in the Center for the Study He’s been with the firm since 1952 and con- State University, Manhattan, researching the 
of Crime, Delinquency and Corrections at tinues as its chief financial officer. Rexnord uptake of heavy elements by plants, and 
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, has makes mechanical and electronic components teaching a class in plant-water relations. 
been elected a member of the Academy of and systems. Oscar Mayer is moving Davip H. Mc- 
Independent Scholars. Joun BOYD 54 writes that he has moved CAFFREY ’69 from Denver to Tampa as its 

RicHarp LEONARD ’47, editor of the up to manager of the engineering technical unit Foodservice sales manager there. He joined the 
Milwaukee Journal from 1967 to 1985, is now of the U.S. Postal Service in Oak Park, Illinois. firm in 1973. 

a member of the Milwaukee Press Club’s Hall Epson F, ALLEN 56 of Milwaukee has In Milwaukee, Universal Foods is under- 
of Fame. He joined the Journal after gradua- been promoted to divisional vice-president at taking a quality-improvement program “‘in all 
tion and the editorship of the Daily Cardinal. Allen-Bradley. areas of the company.” To oversee it, WAYNE 
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Member News... Deaths 
Se a ase! The name in capital letters is that on the stu- 

. es a = Ee dent record. Women’s married names appear 
Se “ee in parentheses. 

I — ey =f — | The Early Years 
: Cs pee as 4 ay SNS ae Te Te 

es oe y , baad ; poe | McDONALD, James Jon ’12, 13, Madison, Gan =— ar es ee in October. 
gd . iw HELGESON, Etsiz Oxtve ’14, Marinette, in 

e salt = 1985. 
’ HIGLEY, Harvey V.’15, Marinette, in Octo- 

2 ber. 
Peterson ’74,’76 Valentyn ’82 BECK, ARNOLD JOEL 17, Madrid, Iowa, in 

. September. 
e DAHLE, THEA Ore ta (Hobson) ’17, Blue 

y ce: Mounds, in November. 
DIETZ, EUGENE FRANK ’17, Iron River, in 

3 Yi B September. 
r oe NH 4 FOX, BLANCHE IRENE (Field) ’17, St. Paul, in 

Pe i : October. 
SZ a GILLOGLY, Lauret ExainE °17, Elkhorn, in 

: tha October. 
4 of ¥ § KOEHLER, Litty Mannie (Karch) 717, 

i ee = * _ ; Crandon, in November. 
i “. 3 m =< WEIR, Lepa Marte (Horswill) x’17, Madi- 

j a Ri a son, in October. 
; . ' ? Pe continued 

Schultz 84 Marking (Disch) ’84, ’85 The Job M 

f MKTNG EXEC for large com- 
B. CLARK MS’71 moves into a newly created USAF Capt. Donato W. TIPPLE’81, _ puter mfgr. seeks mktng/sls sup- 
vice-presidency. completed indoctrination for medical service port position with small-to- 

In Chicago, the Griffin Wheel Company officers at Sheppard AFB, Texas. Hedilinaived Heotin hipls St 

has promoted GLEN F. LAZAR ’72 to general Also in the Air Force, 1st Lt. Kerrx F. Paul E : DED 
sales manager. The Lazars live in Palatine. YAKTUS ’81 was named flight commander of See a 

Rurus FERGUSON °73 still moves fast. In the month at Lackland AFB, Texas. sls, sls support/ed and mktng, ; 
September we reported that he had recently Ann THOMPSON Lizon ’81 is now the including internat’l responsibility. 
completed Ford Motor Co.’s minority-dealer manager of accounting in the finance division BSEE, MBA from UW-Madison. 
training program and was managing a dealer- of American Family Insurance here in town. Resumé available. Reply to mem- 
ship in North Miami. Since then he’s headed She began with the firm while still an under- ber #8208. 
north and is now a partner in a new outlet in grad in 1979. MULTITALENTED teacher/ 
Altoona, Pa. Nera 8 _ TimR. VALENTYN’82 became a partner writer/pediatric dentist/hlth 

veel PETERSO74, 76 Wauke, | indeNadsniivhmot tanhy<cbe- | | Sharam ete roaring 
tional auditing with Abbott Laboratories. Navy Ens. PETER J. KIND ’84 has his wings CPO raaeys part/full short/long. 

Ber J. WELLS °74, °75, 78, ’82, joined after eighteen months’ flight training. The Trilingual: English, Portuguese, 
the Education faculty at Emporia (Kan.) State Navy doesn’t tell us where that took place or Spanish. Retired too young. BA, 
College. She had been at East Texas State. where he is now stationed. MA, DDS, MPH. Reply to member 

Rosert H. SAEMANN ’75, ’76, on the Last spring, MICHELLE MARKING Disch #8209. 
accounting faculty of Hillsdale (Mich.) College °84, °85 of Plover, a social worker in the 
since 1980, has been named acting dean of Stevens Point ee ae a nonaee Wisconsin Alumni Association 
men. was a winner of the national “Sallie Mae ae : : 

Our Detroit alumni club loses its president Award. It is presented by the Student Loan ee 

as JoHN SHABINO MBA’76 leaves for Gra- Marketing Association to recognize outstand- I i _ blicati : 

ham, North Carolina as marketing director for ing achievement by teachers. less, for a one-time publication a 
Permatech Corporation. Marine 1st Lt. Craic J. NYSVEN ’84 no charge. 

When the Fashion Editors and Reporters received his wings upon graduation from the 
Association joined with New York’s presti- NAS in Pensacola. PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYERS: 
gious Fashion Institute of Technology to At Salem (Mass.) State College, MICHAEL Your reply to job seekers will be 
sponsor a national seminar on fashion writing W. SCHULTZ ’84 has been appointed to forwarded unopened from our 
in November, one of the featured panelists was oversee its alumni records. His major concern, pi ; : E eet offices. Address it to the member 
Jean R. TOWELL ’78, fashion editor of the says the news release, “will be to assure accu- Bex eh io Tob Mt 
Milwaukee Journal. rate alumni information and to locate missing TEE SO Ns oJo che 

Micwaet J. VAN EERDEN ’81, Wauwa- alumni.” And lotsa luck, Michael. Wisconsin Alumnus Magazine, 
tosa, has joined Gates, McDonald & Com- In the Air Force, it’s now 2nd Lt. James T. 650 N. Lake Street, Madison 
pany as sales manager of the area. It’s a subsid- BLAZEK ’86. He was commissioned after 53706. 
iary of Nationwide Insurance. graduation from OTS at Lackland AFB, Texas. 
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Deaths ELLERMAN, RayMonp Henry ’29, 30, OLSON, CLarycE Marion (Carter) x39, 
Glen Ellyn, Ill., in August. Miami, in October. 

ae KILDOW, Frep Lesute ’29, Bryan, Texas, in WESTERMAN, GEORGE FREDERICK ’39, °47, 

WILSON, ALLENE (Groves) ’ irar- August. mes 
dou. Mo. in rae SE cs PRITCHARD, Lyte THomas ’29, Coral Ce an Jone: : 

? : F , ROBERT JOHN ’40, Oakland, Cal., 
FULLERTON, Dorotny JANE ’18, Winter Gables, last January. in September. 
Park, Fla., in 1985. cs Sans . 
HARRIS, Cart QUANTICK’18, Glendale, MOYER, ByRON CLyDE 40, 41, Oxford, Wis., 

Mo., last January. ee a NERS se ee cee aces | July. : f 
PARKER, FosTER ARCHIBALD ’18, Chicago, NALBANDOV, AnpReEw PhD’40, Champaign, 
in September. 30s—40s Ill, in September. 
HALL, Dorcas JosEPHINE (Weigle) 20, COVERDILL, Mase MS’41, Clay Center, 
Milwaukee, in September. Kan., in June. 
UPGREN, ARTHUR R. ’20, Boca Raton, in GOTTLIEB, Aaron “Base” ’30, Scottsdale, LARNED, Royce Parry x’41, Marshall, Texas, 
September. in October. last March 
REEDER, Leona Evry (Stucher) 2 aera na ae FINDLAY, SuzANNE Harrison (DeGroot) ’42, 
Wausau, in May. MA’30, Bridgewater, Mass., in October. Madi ‘in Octobs 
SEEGER, RuTH HELEN (Shepard) ’21, Cross KINNEY, Harotp Joun ’30, St. Paul, in Pear te oat a: 
Junction, Va., in March. June. FORMAN, YAte’42, New York City, in June. 

NEWELL, Lynn Frexps ’21,’38, Fond du KLOCKOW, Donatp L. 30, Milwaukee, in REISKE, Harriet Kate ’42, Milwaukee, in 
Lac, in September. September. July. 

MORR, Ernst JOHN ’22, Fond du Lac, in MARTIN, Joun Haro p ’30, Glenview, Ill., BEER, CarLTon ALBERT MPh’4S, Fond du Lac, 
September. in 1985. in October. 

SANDERS, EsTHER ADELE (Endres) ’22, HAUMERSON, E1izaBeTH EAKIN (Dickey) HUSTON, Harry Hamitton 45, Sun Prairie, 
Akron, in September. °31, Tucson, in September. in October, 
CLARE, Dorotuy GRACE (Schar) ’23, Madi- LEVINGS, CHARLES SANDFORD °31, °37, FENG, TetiAN Hua MS'46, PhD’S0, Taipei, 

app moe ues Bars Ua aes Taiwan, in September. MARTNER, HELEN E. ’23, Hollywood, Cal., RODDIS, CaTHERINE PRINDLE (Beggs) ’32, 7 " i 
last February. a Portland, Ore., in September. = BEYERSDORF, ARTHUR EDWARD *47, Milwau- 

PRATT, HELEN Emity (Davis) ’23, ’25, RUE, JOHN Lesite ’32, Seattle, in May. kee, in 1984. 
Tempe, Ariz., in September. SEVERSON, Dona.p Henry ’32, Neenah, in KNAKE, Dantzx P. ’47, Augusta, Ga., in Octo- 
WEINKE, Ernest ALBERT ’23, ’24, °26, Sauk September. ber. 

City, in September. DRINDAK, JosePH THoMas ’33, ’38, Shreve- LEVY, BERNICE SHIRLEY (Jacobson) ’47, Pitts- 
HOLLMILLER, Georce Forest ’24, De port, in July. burgh, in 1985. 
Pere, in September. EARLE, THomas BurG ’33, East Lansing, in , 4 
WYCKOFF, HELEN M. (Woodruff) ’24, November. aa Riceare Tew 8; Chava 
Kirkwood, Mo., in May. FITCH, Epwin Mepsury PhD’33, McLean, a s G i A MS’49, PhD’S1 
HANLEY, Miiprep Bernice (Dahle) ’25, Va.* RISLEY, GEORGE ALBERT > > 
Mt. Horeb, in November. BRAUN, ARMIN Cuar es J. 34, PhD’38, Denver, in June. ‘ i 
HOLMES, Lawrence G. ’25, Oconomowoc, plant biologist whose research (at Rockefeller WEINERT, JOHN JosEPH ’49, Genoa City, Wis., 
in September. University) with plant tumors led him to in October. 
JACKMAN, WiLtMarTH 25, ’28, Madison, develop concepts that presaged the discovery 
in October. of cancer genes; in September in Princeton, 
NELSON, KaTHERINE (Kautz) ’25, Rock NJ. 

Island, in June. MATELSKI, Roy Peter ’34, ’38 State College, eee 
Saeute Witmer Leroy ’25, Middleton, in Pa., in October. 50s 80s 

eptember. > os 
FOLLSTAD, MarcareT Sopuie ’26, Iron- el Uhh elena (Wedevard) 3 
wood, Mich., in August. : Ee 5 : 
SASMAN, Eunice Frances ’26, Black Creek, SPANGLER, Iva M. MPh’34, Fort Wayne, in CASE, RoBert WALTON ’50, Kremmling, 
in November. May. Colo.* 
SHERBERT, HuGu Orro ’26, Minneapolis, HAINES, WitttaM Micwaet ’35, Falls Church, | KQWALEWSKI, STANLEY WILLIAM ’50, 
in October. Va., in May. Medford, in October. 
TEDERSTROM, ALBERT HarLow ’26, JANETT, Lesutz G. ’35, Evergreen, Colo., in DADIAN, Cuar_es GARBED ’51, Racine, in 
Pittsburgh, in September. November. October. 
TOOMAN, JEANETTE HILDEGARDE (Curtis) KUNDERT, Harotp Joun x’35, Dodgeville, in | YUDIN, Epwarp L.’51,’52, Albuquerque, in 
°26, Sun City, last March. Ocoben June. 
BACHOFFEN, SOPHIE ANN (Green) MA’27, McCAULEY, Harry James ’35, °38, ’40, RENK, JoHN WILLIAM ’53, Sun Prairie, in 

West Melbourne, Fla., in September. Wilmi Del..i October. 
EMIG, Frep JosepH ’27, Arlington Heights, miner Del ne } ABRAHAMZON, KENNETH ZoRN MS’54, 
Ill, last January. GERLAT, THEopore G. ’36, Elmhurst, Ill., in Lewis, Wis., in October. 

HAERTEL, GERTRUDE ELIZABETH ’27, ’34, October. WILMOT, WILLIAM VERNON PhD’54, 
Wauwatosa, in October. KOSTER, ARTHUR LEONARD '36, 39, Madison, | Gainesville, Fla., in October. 
OWENS, Lye Jones ’27, Oconomowoc, in in October. BAER, BarBARA JEAN ’56, Seattle, in Septem- 

September. CHRISTIANSON, Epwarp GrorcE 37, ber. 
ZILISCH, HarRoLp WILLIAM ’27, Delavan, in Washington, D.C., in June. KLOCKOW, Joun Donatp ’58, Coral 
September. > : Springs, Fla., in September. 
ABELSON, HELEN (Brody) ’28, Chicago, last Seay Dexwin Jacos Mo-37, Monroe: ia Ost Devanbna C1 MS59) Neenabtin 
dane BYRNG Joan Windia 38; Madison in October. AMUNDSON, Iver G. x’28, Delray Beach, 2 2 : BRENNER, LENoreE BEATRICE (Molay) ’60, 
Fla., in November. November. ee eer Temple Terrace, Fla., last February. 
HINKLEY, HELEN Case (Bennett) ’28, Anna HAPPE, Arma M. MA’38, Chili, Wis., in 1985. | PREHM, Herpert J. MS’62, PhD’64, Reston, 
Maria, Fla., in October. BELL, Howarb Bennetr’39, Richmond, Va., Va., in November. 
METCALF, Ratpx Howes ’28, Webster in September. KANAAN, Ap. SapEG PhD’63, Kalamazoo, 
Groves, Mo., in September. pote ee | ast January: 
WEICHERS, BENTON THOMAS ’28, Honolulu, *Informant did not give date of death. STOOKEY, RoperTA ELLEN MA’63, Ham- 

in June. Suis S (Rina Ne ene es mond incr Occober. 
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Deaths Wz. Y oe On Wisconsin 
JOHNSTON, Carre Cooper ’72, Pewaukee, san i cael 
in August. en pa f= i If we were to attempt to identify the two 
NYSTROM, TeRrRANCE ALLEN ’72, Spring oe 7 = “ia | major factors needed to ensure a quality 
oo a traffic ee in posi. eT ; Re s90 ee program for the Madison campus, we 
eee Sani Lice (Bertram) "73, Madi- Sa Ott ee would center on the need for constantly 

BRANDVIK, Lean Harry ’74, Waukesha/ oa 4a / reve oo ce sane 
Melbourne, Australia, in a traffic accident in 5 ae eee Ree oe oy ea eer 
Gabe. i 4 gon there. What concerns us all is whether or 

JACOBSON, Crate Louts °74, °75, Glen ‘Vii. fe i a not Lo will be i: Stag most judi- 

Ridge, N.J., in August. ‘ “iy cious allotment of state funds. 
NELSEN, JoHN Eric ’77, Las Vegas, ina ; od , a As we approach the twenty-first cen- 
motorcycle accident in November. A model “Bas Bi a tury, we must anticipate broad changes in 
and asp ee Boarene e noe he had a our educational processes; that’s a given. 
Geese oe Oe : , With a society quite different today than it 
Ge oy ma Rt LES ENS cab om was even ten years ago, one most assuredly 
CHUANG, Yinc-Yu MS’83, PhD’84, Madi- ee to be different ten years from now, 

eo iad Sie ae By ARLIE M. Mucks, JR.’43 | Stites forthe limited resources avaiable , Joyce M.’85, Spring Green, in . 5 F r 
October. Executive Director in our state. Perhaps the most important 
KITTELL, Russett Epwarp x’86, Waupun, factor during these transitional years will 
in September. be the constant dedicated involvement of 

The most important contribution a presi- Pa when ae a Le 
dent (or chancellor) can make to institu- pe eee Se nen eae in achieving the 

Faculty and Staff tional advancement is to articulate a vision A oe eee a HA 

a of the institution so persistently and per- Bande co aller Bee SE baa oe 

Emroy E. BRETZMAN ’40, Madison. suasively that it becomes shared by all oe to your Uawenet call for Soar 
moder Nel Leeclon bab ee oulbveas on} constituencies, internal and external, who 2 

es to former Pee Fred Harrington, adopt it as their own. mG ao Joe ae 

John Weaver and Edwin Young and to UW- Rev. Theodore Hesburgh be; that’s how the “siftin and winnowing” 
System president Robert O’Neil; in October. President, Notre Dame University r de ieth 8 f 8 

Raven Ko Murer 22. Madison in Ocre- process succeeds. It is the Sane of your 

ber. He was on our political science faculty expression that matters so much! Your 
from 1949 to 1983, sixteen years of which mae FA the alumni association and 

clase wie |S i Whe campus has said goodbye ois | nica marke Theyre gonca s : leader, Irving Shain. During his ae . P , h-writer for Lyndon John- ae 8. 
con and an assistant secretary of HEW. From chanclloship, he communicated — | (ye al onorunitis stoned toa 
1969 to 1979 he headed the National Associa- most effectively his vision for this Univer- those who Sates in out footsteps. 
tion of State Universities and Land Grant sity to regents, faculty, students and pS: 
Colleges, then returned here to teach until alumni. (And on page 4 of this issue, we’ve 

retirement. reported his final, thought-provoking 
. May SrTaTLer ReyNoips MS’24, PhD’36, remarks.) 
Madison, in November. A professor of nutri- Those who had the opportunity to work 

oe O closely with Irv Shain, always aware, as we 

Hour” in 1923, pioneering nutrition education wee, of his love and loyalty for this institu- 
via cadia, Ip 1058 shevevewved the Borden tion, will miss his close involvement. And, 
Award for outstanding nutrition research, and as you have read on page 12, at the Decem- 
after retiring she spent two years in Pakistan as ber meeting of the Board of Regents, Sys- 
a consultant. tem President Kenneth Shaw appointed a 

very capable and highly respected adminis- 
eee Gee ere En ne eens aaa nce trator, Bernie Cohen, to serve as interim 
To Provide Death Notices chancellor. We are confident that under his 

EER IAG SEINE ELE aE oes leet eal ay leadership, our program will continue to 

Send written notification to the Registrar’s excel during this period of transition. Bee 
Alumni Record System, Peterson Building— nie and his wife, Toby, have been enthusi- 
Rm. 60, UW, Madison 53706. Please include astically active in our alumni relations 
the deceased’s full name as a UW student, program. It will be a pleasure to have this 
approximate year of graduation, city of last opportunity to work more closely with 
permanent residence, and date of death. In- them. 

clude your name and relationship and, if This rite of passage serves as a reminder 
convenient, a telephone number where you can that the UW-Madison has been blessed 

be reached during the daytime, in case further with many excellent administrators over 
clarification is necessary. Because of printing h Bueot di 
deadlines, notices may not necessarily appear EGY Ga roe UU OR COUT Se ie MUSE WOnaEE 
in the first issue after their receipt. whether that blessing can continue. It is 

Or use the 800 number to phone the never that we are limited in capable people, 
information, following the procedure in the ad but we could be severely curtailed by out- 
elsewhere in this magazine. side forces. 
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Alumni Weekend 

] | 

@ Remember the good times! 

j pes Class of 1932 Lake Safety Tower dedication 
Events include Class of 1936 Plaza dedication 

Friday, May 8 *FRCS Alumni Breakfast (All info. reservations through 
* Class of '37 campus bus tour Margaret Strauss, 4409 Boulder Terr., Madison 53705 
* Half Century Club Luncheon (all alumni through '37) in (608) 274-3365.) 
Great Hall * Class of '37 Luncheon 

+ Induction of Class of '37 into Half Century Club * Emeriti Grads Luncheon (all alumni through '36) 
+ Seminar with Paul Ginsberg, Dean of Students * Social Hours and Dinners for classes of '27, '32, '37,'42 & 
« Alumni Dinner, Great Hall, followed by awards ceremony 52 

and concert by the Wisconsin Singers 

Reservation deadline for all meal events, April 27 
Saturday, May 9 
+ Campus bus tours, Classes of '42 and 52 All alumni welcome, schedules, reservation 
Seminars forms mailed to members of the classes of '27, 
College of Agricultural & Life Sciences 32, '37, '42 & '52 
Computers in Writing Instruction 

Research Libraries in an Electronic Age 
seossseeseseseseeeenenesstesneseneeees Detach and Mail -------------------seeeesesesee sees 

Tours Wisconsin Alumni Association 
School of Education 650 N. Lake St 
College of Engineering Madison 53706 
School of Nursing 
School of Business Send me _______ tickets for the 1987 Alumni Dinner, May 8, 7:00 

Elvehiem Museum of Art Pint, @.S16/person 
McBurney Resource Center Name > ¥ Glass’: bse 5 
Family Resources & Consumer Sciences 
Renovated Music Hal eS SPT ed Nyse eae Tee 

School of Veterinary Medicine GA pea in ES YS Stat Sat SZ put es ase 
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